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V. SWAMINATHAN

IS AHNAH KHAH KRATAU

A SUTRA OF PANINI ?

The word aJiiua, not frequently met with in the

Brahmana portions
1

of the Vedas, expresses a Soma

sacrifice spread over a period exceeding one day.
2

A Soma sacrifice lasting for one day is known as

Ekaha. Agnistoina, Ultiya, Sodas!, Vajapeya, etc. are

some of the well known EiaJias. The Aiinas are DYI-

ratra, Triratra, Caturatra, etc., up to Dvadasaratxa.

The formation of aidna is taught by the grammatical

rule ahnah khah Jcratau, i.e. by adding the taddiita

(secondary) suffix khah (> ina) to the stem ahan when

a group of Soma sacrifices is intended to be conveyed.

The word aiiaii meaning a day, when used with ref-

erence to a Soma sacrifice, stands for the day
3 on which

Soma juice is prepared and offered to the gods (sutya).

ft

All the important works in the Paninian school of

grammar the Maiabias/a, the super-commentary
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( Uddyota) thereupon by Nagesa, the Kasika, the Sabda-

kaustubha^ the Brhat and Laghu Sabdendusekharas and
the Balamanor&ma consider the rule ahnah khah kratan

as a vartika4 and all of them save the Kasika read it un-

der the rule grama-jana-bandhubhyah tal, Pan. 4.2.43.

The Kasika, reads it under faraJbmajaa--inanava--vEc?ayat

jrat, Pan. 4.2.42. While the Mahabhasya and the

S&bdakaustubha read the rule as two vajctikas, the other

works as a single vartika*

It may be observed that Jtratu, according to kratu-

yajnebhyas ca, Pan. 4.3.68, primarily means a Soma
sacrifice. 6 The rule ahnah khah kratau^ it is obvious,
uses the word ahan in the sense of Jtratu (a Soma sac-

rifice, sutya) and aifna therefore will mean a series of

sutyas (consisting of not less than two) performed on
successive days,

An aiinais not to be taken as a mere conglomeration
of Soma sacrifices. Each ahina is unitary in character

and the relation of the sutyas between themselves and
the various accessories is well defined and settled.

The details gathered above from the works on Pani-

nian grammar may be analysed as follows:

1 , The rule under consideration is a vartika (of Katya-

yana),

2. Ahina is a word of the rudha, type and it stands for

a Soma sacrifice consisting of more than one sutya

performed on successive days. A word that expresses
a meaning totally different from the aggregate of

the meanings of its constitttent members is known
as rudia.
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Ahina is the subject of discussion in a considerable

number of topics (adiiiarana) in the Purvarolmamsa

system of Jaimini. 7 In 3.3.8 Jaimini discusses whether
the word ahina -

occurring in the Tadttmya-samhita
6.2.5: tisra eva sahnasya upasadah dvadasa ahlnasya,

-

refers to an Ekaha (on splitting ahfna as na + hina) or a
Soma sacrifice consisting of a number of sutyas (on due
consideration of its being a rndha word). The final ver-

dict (siddhanta) is pronounced in favour of aiuiia (group
of Soma sacrifices) on a consideration of the accent it

bears on its middle syllable (madhyodatta). Since the

accent (svara) of a word is dependant on its morpholog-
ical structure some Puravamlmamsa works refer to its

grammatical derivation.

The Tantrav^rtika of Kumarila observes that

stands for a group of Soma sacrifices since its formation

is
accpuntedjfor by the rule ahnah khah kraiusamiihe*

The Sastradipika of Parthasarathi Misra points out that

aiifna is a word of the rudha type and the accent
( udatta)

on the middle syllable becomes intelligible only when
it is taken as a word ending with the suffix iia.q So-

manatha, the commentator on Sastradipika^ states that

the rule read together with tasya samuhah (Pan, 4,2,37)
will give rise to the formation ahina meaning a series

of Soma sacrifices.
10 Khandadeva Misra states that the

Smrti in association with Pan. 4,2.37 (by the device

of annvrtti) ordains the suffix kha to the stem ahan if

it were to signify ^ series of Soma sacrifices,
11 Sambhu

Bhatta observes that the sutra read in the section

(adJiilr^ra) commencing with Pan. 4.2.37 ordains the

suffix kha to the stem afaan, synonymous with sutya, to

expires^ a Soma sacrifice consisting of a series
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The comments of the celebrated writers in Purva-

numarnsa regarding the formation of ahina, may be sum-

marized as follows:

Sabarasvaroin is silent on the derivation of ahina

though he refers to the accent on the middle syllable.

Kumarila refers to the rule, deriving aiina, in its fuller

form resulting from a syntactical fusion (ekavakyata) of

the rule and Pan. 4.2.37; but he does not refer to the

rule by a mention of its source. Though Parthasarathi

Misra refers to the rule deriving ahina and the svara it

bears does not mention its source. Somanatha seems

to think that the rule is a vartika since he refers to the

rule as an upasamkhyana. The word upasamkhyana is

a characteristic mark of the vartikas of Katyayana.

Khandadeva's reference to the rule as smrti cannot

be taken as an infallible evidence to< safely base any con-

clusion regarding the source of the rule though Pardni's

Astadhyayi is generally known as smrti. Sometimes the

science of grammar also is called a smrti.

/

Sambhu Bhatta unequivocally says that the rule is a

sutra. It may be contended that the vartikas of Katya-

yana also deserve the name sutra because of their close

resemblance to Panini's sutras in both form and sub-

stance. But in the field of Vyakarana the word sfltra

when used alone (i.e. without any attributive) always

stands for Panini's sutra only. According to Sambhu
Bhatta

5 therefore, the rule is a sutra of Panini, In thfe

light of Sambhu Bhatta's comments it may be safely as-

serted that the smrti in Khandadeva's statement stands

for Pardni's sutra. Sambhu Bhatta was a direct disciple

and commentator of Khandadeva.
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Now the Mimamsa position may be summed up as

follows:

1. Only Parthasarathi Misra and Somanatha openly say

that ahina Is a word of the rudha type. In the state-

ments of the other Mimamsakas it is implied from

the meaning they assign to ahina.

2. All Mimamsakas are unanimous regarding the gram-
matical derivation of the word. Sabarasvamin,
Parthasarathi Misra and Somanatha clearly spec-

ify the syllable that bears the accent. The other

Mimamsakas do not feel the necessity of saying any-

thing, perhaps, since the accent is determined by the

derivation of the word.

3. The rule is a vartika in the opinion of Somanatha;
but it is a sutra according to Sambhu Bhatta and

probably Khandadeva too.

Let us now turn to the authors of Advaitic works and

see what they have to say in this connection. Writers

on Advaita often make free use of the Mimamsa rules of

interpretation in fixing the purport of upanisadic pas-

sages. In one such instance Vacaspati Misra makes

a reference to the topic discussed under J. 3,3.$fj* viz.,

"Twelve upasads form part of an ahina" 13 in the

BLamati, a commentary on Sankara's BraJunasfitra-

bhasya.
u The author of the Vedantafcalpataru, a com-

mentary on the Biauaati, refers to the rule ahnah khah

kratau and observes that ahina is a word belonging

to the rudha class and meaning ahargana (group of

sutyas). What the commentator me' %-is that the word

is not analyzable to its components, i.e. stein and suffix

and therefore the meaning it conveys cannot be traced
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to the meanings of the components (as In the case of

pacalca). Further he invites our attention to the fact

that Panini ordained the suffix kha in the neighbour-

hood of ahan with the sole purpose of accounting for

the accent, i.e. the ndatta-svara on the middle syllable;

the purpose of the rule is not to teach the formation of

the word. 15

Appayya Diksita in his Parimala, a commentary on

the Vedanta-Xalpataru, observes: The word effected on

the addition of the suffix ina, (kha) is trisyllabic and i

the middle syllable receives the ndatta-svara by the rule

adyucfattas ca, Pan. 3.1.3 (which teaches the ndatta

accent on the first vowel of a suffk
?
here i in ina).

16

Laksmidhara, the author of the Abhoga^ a commen-

tary on the Vedmta-tKalpatam, makes a very interest-

ing and important observation in this regard. If the

word is not derived from its components it will receive

only the prafipadilra-svara by virtue of its being a rudha

word, i.e. the la$t syllable will bear the tidatta accent

not the middle one. 17

The authojr of the Kalp&taru unambiguously states

that the author of the rule under consideration is Bha-

gavan Panini and the authors of Parimala and Abhoga
refer to the rule as a siitra. May we presume that both

Amalananda and Appayya Diksita were not very par-

ticular in giving the correct source of the rule? Cer-

tainly not. Appayya Diksita never leaves the citations

found in the works he comments upon without verify-

ing their source and correctness, especially in the field

of Vyakarana. Among the abundant instances we just

refer to two. Appayya Diksta observes: The sentence

asvaghasadayafa sasthisamasa bhavisyantiti quoted in
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the Bhamati is a statement of the Bhasyakara Patanjali;
but the author of the Kalpataru attributes It to the au-

thorship of Katyayana, the Vartikakara. By the word

katyayana the author does not intend a particular indi-

vidual; he means only an absolute authority in grammar
and in this sense the word would mean the Bhasyakara
also. 18

Sankara's Bhasya on Brahmasutra 2.1.1 cites the

arthavada (eulogistic statement) yad vai kinca manuh
avadat tad bkesajam to highlight the greatness of Manu.

Appayya Diksita observes that the passage cited does

not have any bearing on Manu as vouched by the con-

text though it contains the word manu and therefore

the proper arthavada to be cited in this connection

would be manur vai yatldncid avadat tad bhesajam.
The TantravaiiiJra also quotes only this statement in

this connection. Therefore the Bhasya is not very par-
ticular regarding the context wherein the statement yad-
vai Hnca, etc. occurs. 19

Madhusudana Sarasvati, the author of the Advzdta-

siddhi, has an occasion to refer to the topic discussed un-

der JS. 3.3.8 in order to clarify the Advaitic stand point

regarding the fruit of Bifimavidya, expounded in the

seventh chapter of the Chandogyoponisad^ Brahma-
nanda Sarasvati, author of Laghucandrika, a commen-

tary on the Advaitasiddhi while explaining in detail

the Mimamsa topic refers to the formation of aju'na in

these words:
" The word ahina bears the accent on the

middle syllable; it is derived by the sutra (rule) ahnah

khah kratau read together with the rule tasya samuhah

(Pan. 4.2.37) availed through the device of anuvrtti

and it means a Soma sacrifice consisting of a number of

sutyas.
21
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The Advaitins
5

position may be summed up thus:

L The rule under consideration is a sfitra whose author

is Paaini

2. Abina is a rudha word; i.e. it does not lend itself to

be resolved into component parts.

3. The purpose for which Panini framed this rule is not

for teaching the derivation of the word since it be-

to the rudha type. It is only to account for the

accent on the middle syllable that the rule had been

as otherwise the word will be ptOBotmeed
the accent on the wrong syllable (i,e, cm the

syllable),

The foregone survey shows that the Vaiylbyraaa tra-

dition is umaaiHKmsi in considering the rule m a rirfiJte.

The ml Advaita traditions regard tile

rale as a gfltra from tie pen of Panini. The
aad tsaditkad cannot be set aside in
of the tradition since the author*
to in botii the disdplines are celebrated

wdl ki^n for their mdepth studies in a
of

atjo|iqg aaqnestionable atith0ri|y. Ikr-
ther iwly aid^ author of the

HteitKMtlMttkmleka vaiiik,

He author erf the agm
and even

fetwe mearefces win be able to she& %&* on
and authorship ofthe rule ainaiMaA ^^
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G.C. NAYAK

HINDUISM - ITS SECULAR VALUES*

The secular ideas of the Hiiididsm are found and em-

bedded, wry strangely enough, in the very structure of

what is popularly known as Hindu religion. It is there-

fore necessary that a study of Hindu value-system, in

order to be fruitful, should be based on an appropri-

ate understanding of the unique nature of the so-called

Hindu religion Fis-a-vis other religions- H.D. Lewis, in-

troducing religion in his Philosophy of jReligioji, writes:

tt
lt is mot difficult to anticipate what the word

VeHgioa
1 would first call to mind for the read-

ers of this booL They would probably associate

it, in the first place, with certain kinds of build-

ings, called dbirches or temples, and the perfor-

mances called *acts of worship* that go on there.

Closely allied to this is the role of persons spe-

ciaiy appointed and instructed to take leading

*
Paper presented at the Ninth International Congress of

Vtdantft'fadd at Bi^hifcesh, July, 74L, 1997.
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part in these performances, priests and preach-

ers. These are known to wear special kinds of

clothes, sometimes because that is involved in the

part they play in acts of worship and sometimes

as a general indication of their office and the way
it is thought of by themselves and other mem-

bers of the community. In the first case we have

vestments of various kinds and in the second the

round collar and the rather sombre cloth of the

clergy. These have their well known equivalents

in religions other than the Christian one." 1

Viewed from this angle, it will be difficult, if not im-

possible, to exclusively confine Hindu religion to one of

those pigeon holes of religion as it is popularly under-

stood. Although it is true that different forms of wor-

ship, varieties of colourful temples constructed for the

purpose of such worship of different gods and goddesses
and the well known Brahmanical priests and preachers

with their specific religious dogmas are no less conspic-

uous in Hinduism, it is at the same time worth noting
that from the very beginning of the Hindu civilization

there has been another counter-trend running through-
out this culture which, to be very precise, cannot be

depicted as narrowly religious by any stretch of imagi-

nation,

%

This trend has been sometimes so predominant in

this heritage that religious dogmas and forms of wor-

ship have at times been relegated to a secondary status

in principle as well as in practice. This is mainly due

to a uniquely monistic type of thought prevailing in the

Hindu culture from the time of its very inception in the

Vedic days. It will be difficult not to admit that Hin-

duism, in this form, is one of the unique manifestations
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in the human civilization of what I may paradoxically

designate as a secular religion. Is there any specific ob-

ject of worship here; any particular object of 'ultimate

concern', in the words of Paul Tillich? Is there anything
which is intensively valued, considered holy or sacred in

exclusion of other values, entity or ideal in Hinduism,
considered in its monistic aspect? Rather one must ad-

mit that here everything is holy, every value is a matter

of ultimate concern, every bit of life, personal or social,

it considered sacred. Sankara would put this monistic

idea in the most convincing manner as follows : "The

whole world is a place of exquisite beauty, all trees are

holy, all waters are sacred, all activities are virtuous, all

words, whether religious or secular, are sacred words,

the entire earth is considered as a place of pilgrimage
and the whole existence is pervaded by the realization

of truth for one who has encountered Brahman in the

sense of realizing the oneness, or better the non-duality,

of existence." 2

Specific worship of gods and goddesses
and definite dogmas of religion are relegated to a sec-

ondary position in this context. Rather it is pointed out

in this context that it makes no sense to talk of worship-

ping the one without a second, the Infinite. 'How and

where can there be an invocation of the Infinite, the

full, the self-complete, etc? When there is a realization

of this nonduality, one cannot be exclusively religious in

a narrow sense. Even when specific prayers and forms

of worship are designed for either Siva or Sakti, the cul-

mination of such prayers and worship is supposed to be

reached in the realization that the Holy or the Sacred is

both inside and outside, here, there and everywhere'.
3

Sivamanasapuja and Anandalahari of Sankaracarya can

be cited as examples in support of this thesis.
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This uniquely monistic trend is as old as human civi-

lization and can be traced back to the days of the Vedas.

The famous Vedic saying, elam sad vipra bahudha

vad&nti 'the same Lord is called by various names by
different scholars

5

,
is of course monotheistic in its out-

look, but beyond this the Vedas speak of the one (tad

ekam) as the basis of whole creation which is the precur-

sor of the full-fledged form of monism, in the Upanisads
and the Vedanta. Here the reference is obviously to the
4

Hyrnn of Creation' in the Rg-Veda; nasad asm no sad

asit tadanim nasad rajo no vyoma paro jat, etc. It had

its natural culmination in the concept of Brahman with-

out a second in the Upanisads and the Advaita Vedanta.

The most significant characteristic of this movement is

that this Brahman is supposed to be here, there and

everywhere and that it is not to be identified with any

object of worship, i.e. any God or Goddess.4
Religious

worship is thus relegated to a secondary status in this

ideology; though quite important in its own sphere, it

is certainly not the ultimate value.

A.C. Swing speaks of 'all sorts of degrees of monism
and pluralism' and the extremist kind of monism, and

asserts that everything is just one and there is nothing
more to be said about it. In that case everything prac-

tically that we experience would have to be a sort of

illusion, because everything is certainly not just one, as

it appears to us. 5 Viewed from this stand point Hindu
non-dualism may appear to be *an extremist kind of

monism' or may be construed as such. But we have

to note that the illusionistic trend, however prevalent

it might have been during certain periods, is only one

of the trends and is not its characteristic trend in any
case.
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and even trans-secular in this sense. This is not a pass-

ing phase but a significant and persistent trend in Hin-

duism which is beyond all 'isms' including 'Hinduism
3

,

popularly so understood. Viewed from the stand point

of religious and moral values it may be regarded as a

transcendental form of secularism which I would prefer

to call simply transcendental secularism. This is one of

the unique contributions of Hindu thought to the world

civilization.

,
the ritual, howsoever obsolete it might

have been in its particular details, is no less influential

in the life of an average Hindu than the jnaxia-kanda

and is rather on certain occasions like birth and mar-

riage ceremonies or at the time of death found to have

a distinct hold on the Hindu psyche in general, Bhakti

or devotion, tantric and yogic practices also add their

respective colours to the multi-dimensional and multi-

coloured character of Hinduism. In any case, it would

be far from reality if Hinduism as it is envisaged in the

Advaitic ideology of non-dualism is regarded as the one

and only truth about Hinduism. The peculiarly secu-

lar base is provided by the Advaita no doubt but at

the same time adherence to particular forms of worship

to different deities and sticking to particular sectarian

ways are also found to be at least as much prevalent as

the ideas of transcendental secularism mentioned ear-

lier. The liberal ideas strangely co-exist with the ortho-

dox sectarian trends in Hinduism. Hinduism, it should

not be forgotten, is after all a living religion with differ-

ent forms of worship and institutions peculiar to itself,

Hinduism is well-known for its tolerance and accom-

modative nature. This is no doubt intrinsic to Hinduism

and it is so much evident in the statement of Lord Krsna
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in the Bhagavadgita: 'Men follow my path on all sides',
7

and even in the statement: 'Those who worship other

gods, they also worship me and serve me, albeit not in

accordance with the prescribed rules',
8 Here a unique

tolerance and liberal attitude towards other forms of

worship and other deities is quite evident. Moreover,
one cannot lose sight of the open declaration of under-

standing and tolerance by both Gaudapadacarya and

Sankaracarya, the great founder figures of the Advaita
school of thought, in respect of the dualist schools with

whom they are supposed to come to a clash from time
to time. It seems that tolerance is the natural concomi-
tant of transcendental form of monism which provides
a philosophical basis for this unique culture of tran-

scendence, i.e. the Hindu culture. Gaudapada in his

Mandukyakarika explicitly states that Advaitins do not

have any quarrel with the dualists; it is the dualists

who fight amongst themselves because of their specific

fads and prejudices.
9 Sankara in his commentary on this

karika explicates the idea by pointing out that the Vedic

philosophy of non-duality has no rivalry with mutually

opposing doctrines of dualism in the same way as one

is not opposed to one's limbs. 10 As a matter of fact,

says Sankara, one who has realized Brahman, the non-

dual reality, happens to be the very self of the dual-

ists. Strong likes and dislikes, attachment and hatred

(raga-dfvesa), are all because of dogmatic adherence to

speculative metaphysics of various types opposing each

other, and Advaita, being devoid of these dogmas, is free

from such deficiencies, according to Sankara, 11 Interest-

ingly enough, a great Mimamsaka of the recent days,

Acarya Pattabhirama Sastri also not only harps on the

undesirability of attachment and hatred (raga-dvesa)
in philosophical discussions which should culminate in
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the knowledge of Reality (tattadd^rsanika-vastutattva-

parijjSajia), but also claims that the entire tradition

of Mimamsa has been all along striving for harmony

(samaxivaya), not for mere criticism for the sake of crit-

icism (mndHnyaya). As a matter of fact, according to

this particular scholar, the entire philosophical tradition

in India should be viewed in this light.
12

There is a further problem before us. With all our

goodness, as true Hindus, how can we co-exist with

other religions, other cultures for. that matter, with-

out harming their cause and also without being harmed

by them in any way? Moreover, how can they co-exist

with each other and also with Hinduism which is not

their concern. Hindus, at least those who are true to

the Hindu philosophy and way of life, believe that every
one can attain the highest by following his own ideol-

ogy, his own aptitude, his own form of religious worship,
etc. with utmost sincerity without harming the cause

of others. This is evident from the Bhagavadgita:

yo yo yam yam tanum bhaktah sraddhayarcitum ichhati/

tasya tasyacalam sraddham tarn eva vidadhamy ahamfl
sa taya sraddhaya yuktas tasyaradhanam ihate/

labiate ca tatah kaman mayaiva vihitan hi tan"/
1-3

Punya (merit) and papa (demerit) in the Hindu ide-

ology ultimately boil down to a simple and straight-

forward division, doing good to others being regarded as

punya while torturing and harming other being papa.
14

In this respect therefore I am of the firm opinion
that Hinduism can take the leadership in the future,
not in the sense that all others are to be led as soldiers

are to be led by their commander-in-chief, but in the

sense that Hindus are to show the way in future how to
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co-exist with others not only peacefully but also by

doing positive good to others in, promoting the cause

of their respective religions which/ if practised in right

earnest, can ultimately lead to the highest.
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T.B. VENUGOPALA PANIKKAR

ANCIENT INDIAN PHONETICS

IN MODERN PERSPECTIVE

1.1. Indian Phoneticians of the ancient times did not

write books on General Phonetics. They rather pro-

duced practical phonetic manuals and dealt linguistic

phonetics in their grammatical works. But these pho-

netic observations do contribute to the general aware-

ness of the process and identification of speech sounds

and general theory of phonology.

1.2. In a modern evaluation of Indian phonetics, one

can safely restrict oneself to Sanskrit phonetics because

the information regarding grammars for other languages

has not so far been incorporated to the history ofgeneral

linguistics as much as that regarding gnmmiars for San:

skrit. Again the phonetic description in non-Sanskrit

grammars rely heavily upon Sanskrit phoneme manu-

als. The earliest extant Tamil grammar, Toft^ijam,

recommends Vedic phonetic manuals'joe elaborate pho-

netic details: "....antanar mamtt
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1,3. The earliest phoneticians in the world, were Indi-

ans. Even Brahmanas, Aranyakas and Upanisads sup-

ply evidences for flourishing phonetic knowledge in their

days. The Gop&thabT&hm&na, says that sounds are clas-

sified on the basis of the places of articulations, man-

ner and articulators (siiananupradanalaranam). This

stage of non-technical works were followed by more tech-

nical works on phonetics and then we have observations

by grammarians.

The pioneer expositions of the source materials for

studying phonetics in ancient India, were made by Whit-

ney and his contemporaries by the last quarter of 19th

century. These early western scholars could not fully

comprehend some of the remarkable features of Indian

texts. Advances in General Phonetics in this century

enable us to appreciate them better. Conversely the

very beginning of modern phonetics has been inspired

by Indian phonetic tradition. It is also true to say that

the vigour of the tradition slowly subsided and later

commentaries are mostly replete with verbosity. The

western scholars take over where ancient Indians leave

off. Thus ancient Indian phonetics is quite intelligible

to the 20th century West.

2.0. The exclusive phonetic manuals of ancient India

fall into two main categories: Siksas and Pratisakhyas.

From the Taittfiijaranyaka we understand that Siksa

deals with general principles like 'sound unit'(varna),

'tone' (svara), 'quantity' (znatra), etc, However this ear-

liest treatise which is one of the six Vedangas (along
with Vedic grammar, etymology, prosody, astronomy
and rules of rituals) is lost. The extant treatises which

bear the name sifcsa axe of later origin. Siddheswar
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Varma (1961:28) places earlier Sifka literature between

800 and 500 B,C

Pratisakhyas are concerned with the pronunciation
of individual Vedic branches (pratisakham bhavati iti

pratisakhyam). Of the four Vedas, Yajus has two prati-

sakhyas - one for the "Black" and the other for the

"White". So altogether there are five pratisakhyas, viz.

1. Rk-pratisakhya for Rgveda
2. Rktantravyakarana for Saraaveda

3. Atharvapratisakhya for Atiarvaveda

4. Taittiriyapratisakhya for Krsna-yajurveda
5. Vajasaneyi-pratisakhya for Sukla-yajurveda

Varma (1961:27) places pratisakhya between 500 and

150 B.C. The later Siksas are meant to supplement Prati-

sakhya- s including the one attributed to Panini and

sometimes claimed to be the original Vedanga-siksa it-

self. SS admits the supplementary status of Siksa thus;

siksa ca pratisakhyam ca virudhyete parasparam/
siksaiva durbalety ahuh simhasyaiva mrgi yatha//

There is a large number of extant siksas, Varma

(1961:29) reports that he had examined 50 and knew
about 65, most of which have been published. Many
of them are more indices. One classifies instances of

visarga-lopa in the Rgveda. Another contains a compre-
hensive list of Vedic words ending in consonants. This

practice of indexing may be intended to help the vo-

cabularic exercises of tjie type Jcrama, ja|a, ratia, etc*

practiced even today. The Siddhanta-siksa contains an

alphabetical index of words probably meant to be a
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guide for phonic drills, RP also has such a list in Ch.10,

jKraxnapatala.

Some of the Siksas are of more general nature. A few

of them are exhaustive monographs like Syaravyaiijaiia-

siksa. SVS deals with syllabic nucleus and explains

how certain consonants gain the vowel status due to

their functioning as syllabic nucleus in certain contexts.

Among the general Siksas, the most well-known is the

so called Paniniya-siksa. According to Varma (1961:5-

8) internal and external evidences show that PS is of

later origin. The opening statement, atha siksa^m pra-

vaksyamij paniniyam matam yatha shows that it is later

than Panini.

2.1. The tradition of phonetics in India owes to the ex-

treme care shown for the exactitude in pronunciation
of Vedas. Mispronunciation was much apprehended.
There is a story about identical segmental sequence in

indrasatru which can mean ^Indra's enemy' or 'Indra

the killer' in accordance with the placement of tonal

features. Thus tradition always encouraged the com-

petent pupil with rewards like the admission to the as-

sembly of scholars in this world and in heaven. The
last sutra of TP runs like this: svaramatravibhagajno

gacched acaryasamsadam. The commentary TBR in-

terprets it this way: evam vidhah purusah acaryas^m-
sadam gacched; acaryah vyasadayah; tesam brahmaloke

sthanam. Despite the prescriptive tints in the state-

ments like these, these authors were phoneticians par
excellence than priests. Their keen audition, scientific

curiosity and the effective methodology of description

helped them to surmount their original terms of refer-

ence. The account of various authors show considerable

divergence. This may be due to the dialectal variations
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that existed between different Vedic schools or sakhas

than due to differences in accuracy. The differences arise

due to phonological considerations also. Thus repia,
the *r sound' which causes retroflexion in dental conso-

nants (Panini, 8.4.1: rasabhyam no nah samanapade),
is treated as murdhanya according to Paninian tradi-

tion. Its phonetic quality might have already become
alveolar long back as can be seen by TP. 2.41: rephe

jihvagramadhyena pratyag dantamulebhyah.

In matters where authors differ^ they are not reluc-

tant to refer to each other's opinion without dogma-
tism. With regards to certain 'faulty

5

pronunciations,
for example those listed in uccaranadosapata/ain of RP,
the case may be different. Some of them appear to be

substandard variants and a few are definitely results of

speech defects. The former is of immense value in the

study of history of modern languages in North India and

the latter is of scientific interest, ^he 'nasal twang* or

the 'rhinolalia' in medical terminology, is anunasikyam.
The defect called grasah defined by Uvata as jiivamula-

nigrahe grastam appears to be ph^ryngealized speech.

2.2.1. The basic concepts behind the descriptive meth:

ods are not always defined in ancient texts. The basic

phonological units for Sanskrit pjaqneticians and gram-
marians were varnas. The varna^stands on par with

Greek grammarian's 'letter' and Tamil grammarian^
e^uttu. Varna literally 'colour', is a perceivable unit

of variations in sound tint. Ji^st as Greek letter is

"a sound which cannot be divided into more simple

sounds", varna is aviccliiima-cflivajij.

How far the concept of varna agrees with the modern

concept of phoneme is worthy of discussion. Phonemes
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are determined by the principles of contrast and com-

plementation. Indians never talk about such discovery

procedures. But the significance of contrast and com-

plementation is known to them. Yet when grammatical

structure demands they never bother to discard these

principles, Thus amisvara is only a dependant sound

derivable from -m, though possible^contrasts of the sort

s&mraksa vs saznrat exist in language. Again, -h - the

visarga, [<j>]

- the upadhmaniya and [x]
- the jihvamuliya

are not treated as positional variants or allophones of i,

but are considered to be derivable from morpheme final

-$ and -i by a set of sandhi rules. Such a treatment ac-

counts for the history, takes into consideration the June-

tional nature of these sounds and** also saves the mor-

phophonemic picture from getting confused. This is the

significance of the concepts of parasraya sounds. Tamil

grammatical tradition also has maintained a distinction

between ezuttu and carpezuttn: letter' and 'dependant

sound' (TE. 1).

2.2.2. For the purpose of phonetic descriptions 'word

isolate
5

called pacfa are identified.
^
In order to explain

functional features' called samdii, those sequence ut-

tered by one in-take of breath are taken into considera-

tion -
gkapranabhavah. They do not take word-isolates

to be actualities but consider them to be useful ab-

stractions to study tones and meanings and segmen-
tal features. Thus AP. 4.107 says: padarthajnanam
antadi sabdasvararthajnanartham. Those who are not

conversant with words may spoil Hhe connected text;

apadadhyayi samhitam vinasayet. VA however cautions

that, padadhyayana is meant only for facilitating in-

struction (vyutpadanasaukaryixtham),
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2.3. Sthana-karana-bheda is another relevant distinc-

tion. In the commentary to AP we get the following def-

initions: yad upakramyate tat sthanam; yenopakramy-
ate tat karanam* TP.31-34 have more elaborate account

of sthana and Jcarana. The modern terms 'place of ar-

ticulation
5 and 'articulator' are mere translation of San-

skrit terms.

In large majority of cases the articulator is the area

of the tongue - jihvamnla, jihvamadhya and jihvagra:

root, middle or centre and tip of the tongue. The op-

posing points at the roof are points of articulation -

hanumula 'the root of the (upper) jaw or the velum',
talu 'palate', murdha 'the dome of the mouth',
vartsa 'the alveolar region' and danta 'teeth'. Since

agra Hip of the tongue' is the most egile part of the

tongue, it can go to the last three places now men-

tioned. The stiana-iarana dichotomy is extended to

lips also and upper lip is considered to be a 'place' and

lower lip an 'articulator'. AP prescribes the lower lip as

Jcaranam: osthyanam adharaustham (karanam). While

commenting on TP. 39, viz. osthabhyam pavarge, TBR
makes it clear that in the articulation of p-series the

lips touch mutually; but the upper lip is said to be

the place on par with other places in the upper jaw
and lower lip is said to be the articulator in agreement
with other articulators which are attached to the lower

jaw: pavarge karya osthabhyam anyonyam sparsayet;

atrottarosthasthanam - uttarasamyad esam sthanam;
adharosthah karanam. Since such a division is irrelevant

in glottal sounds, most of the authors consider glottis

only as sthana though a few extend sthana-kaxana dis-

tinction to glottal articulator also," rather artificially.
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2,4.1 Next we consider the processes in speech produc-

tion, The physiological aspects alone need bother us

as our texts are mostly silent about neuro-psychological

processes. The references, if any about those aspects,

are clothed in mystic terms as in PS's opening stanza:

atma buddhya samarthyarthan mano yunkte vivaksaya/
manah kayagwm ahanti, sa preiayati marutam//

The soul with the help of intellect understands things

and inspires the mind with the desire to speak; the mind

in turn excites the body fire, which impels the air.

Another limitation of our ancient texts is that they
do not talk about the way in which the air from the

lungs gets initiated. The movements in the abdominal

cavity, visible by the muscular contraction around the

naval region give them the impression that the air gets

initiated from the naval region. Uvata in the commen-

tary of 23.1 of RP says: ... prano hi nabher uparistad

vyapya asye vyacaratL.,. The idea that the air gets initi-

ated from the naval region is familiar to Tamil grammars
also; TE, 83: ... unti mntala muntu vali tonrL.. We now

know that the abdominal movements and the move-

ments of the thoracic muscles arid of the diaphragm

press the lungs and the air goes out. The reverse takes

place when air is taken in,

With regard to the articulatory movements from lips

to throat, Indian texts' descriptions do not show any
such limitations. On the other hand they present rather

really excellent descriptions, While discussing 1.1.9 of

Panini, viz. tulyasyaprayatnain savarnam, th*]flfei!h$-

bhasya explains that the term asyaprayatna refers to

area of the vocal tract between lips and thyroid

cartilage: o?tiat praf>irti prakkakalakat. Kaiyata in
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the explanatory notes to the Maha.bha.sya further ex-

plains that kakalaka is situated on the high region visi-

ble on the throat: grivayam unnatapradesah.

The whole physiological processes of sound produc-
tion are classified into two groups; abhyantara 'intra-

buccaP and baliya 'extrabuccaP. The former refers to

supra-glottal articulatory movements by which the con-

figuration of the resonating columns changes and local

noises added. The latter mainly determine the prosodic

features. The sub-classification of these processes pro-

vide classificatory and defining formula for each sound-

unit. TP. 23.2 provides such fiye features: anupradanat

samsargat sthanat karanavinyasad jayate varna-

vaisesyam panmanac ca pancamat.

The commentary of RP by Uvata quotes this, while

commenting RP. 13.13 and explains that anupradana
is voice/breath production, saizisarga is secondary fea-

tures like nasalization, karanavinyasais manner of artic-

ulation, sthana is place of articulation and

parijnana is quantity. The totality of distinctive fea-

tures is the gtma or quality of each sound which is

also called srutivisesa, i.e. 'audible difference'. The

audible distinctiveness of i, y and j, Uvata says, is be-

cause of the difference in manner of articulation: tulja-

sthananiLpradananam api ikara-yakara-jakaxanam

karanakrtah srntivisesah. The MaJiafaiasya rejects the

inclusion of tonal difference (svarabieda)', among the

features distinguishing sound units on the ground that

it does not cause qualitative variation, thereby imply-

ing that prosodic features are to be treated separately:

abiedaJcaii udattadayah.
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A list of five resonators are given in TP. 2.3: tasya

pratisrntkaxri bhavanty urahkanthasiromukharp.
n&siketl The term pratismtka is-explained by deriv-

ing it from pratisrnt which is glossed as pratidhvamfa*
The inclusion of larynx, oral cavity and nasal cavity ixi

the list of resonators is perfectly justified. The role of
the resonation in the thoracic cavity and in head in cre-

ating qualitative difference in sound-units is of doubtful
nature. However the Tamil tradition also follows this

list almost in the same order. Th^Naomul has thorax,
laryx, head and nose in the list of resonators: uram,
kantam, iicci, mukku (74).

2.4.2. Four degrees of closure are often recognized:
Contact (sprsta) for plosives and nasals, i.e. vargya.
from k to IB; slight contact isatsprsta for semivowels
y,v, etc.; slight openness (Jsadvivrta) for fricative s,s,s
called usmas and openness (vivrta) for vowels. Though
the actual name may differ between texts, contents re-
main the same. The fundamental difference between
svaras Vowels 3 and vyanjanas 'consonants' is explained
in TP. 2.31-34 thus: svaranazn fotropasamharah tat

sthanam; yad upasamhaxati tat karanam; anyesam tu
yaira sparsanam tat stianam; yena sparsayati tat
karanam. There is no actual con|act between articu-
lator and the place of articulation in vowels. In fact the
median line of the vocal tract is open.

The fricatives are
homo-organi^ with plosives. TP.

2.44: spaxsasthSncsUsmana, anupurvyena. The differ-
ence IB in the manner - the centre of the axticulator is
open. TP. 2.45: kaxaxamadhyam tu viv^tam. Whitney
however confers this explanation^ be

artificial, as he
considers that 'sibilants

5

have no contact. The palato-
graphic evidences prove that TP is correct. AP 1 23
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notes 'boat-like shape' of the articulator in the articu-

lation of s : sakarasya dronika. A whistling is heard

in strongly articulated s according to RP. 14.20, called

ksvedanam. This is said to be unwelcome.

In Paninian frame, h is included in sal-pratyahara
as well as in azi-pratyahara, i.e. ^ h is included both

with semivowels and with fricatives. The inclusion with

semivowels is to account for certain phonological opera-

tions. It shares all the functions pf the sets a-s, a-m, a-n

and a-t pratyaharas on the one hand, and of the jha-1

and sa~J on the other hand. The phonetic manuals are

silent in this regard. These are not phonetic matters,

but are matters of grammar.
%

There are some differences of opinion among pho-

netic texts in the phonetic description of ha-kSra and

visarga. TP.2.40-8 ascribes a glottal articulation for

both, but quotes aij. authority which attributes a homo-

organic articulation with the following vowel to them:

kanthasth&nau hakaravisarjaniyaxi; udayasvaradisa-

sthano hakara eies^m; purvantasastfaano visarjaniyah.

TBR comments that jh and h have no definite articula-

tor of their own: anayoh karaxiabhavah. This apparent

contradiction, is because of the fact that i-sound has a

glottal friction while the supraglottal cavities are in the

position for following vowels. The i- sound (visarga) is

nothing but the voiceless release ofthe preceding vowel.

The view that the homo-organic nature of b with the

proximate vowel is held by some "modern phbpetiuian

also. J.D.O. Connor (1974: 143-4^) writes: _h scmnds

... are simply strong voiceless versions erf the following

vowel,.,". He is prepared to transcribe 'hit* and 'hat* as

[lit]
and [$set] respectively. In 2.5 we will see another

feature of i-sound, the voicing in it.
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The term for the sounds s, s, 5 and i, in Sanskrit tra-

dition, is usman literally 'hot, steaming'. These sounds

are voiceless groove fricatives. The term usman is used

to refer to visarga as in ramaJb, to velar voiceless frica-

tive
[x]

- known by the name jiivazzmliya occurring op-

tionally in examples like pratahkalah/prata[xlkalah and

to voiceless labial fricative
[</>]

known by the name upa-

dimaniya, occurring optionally in examples like

punahpunah/puna[(j)]pnnah. These hissing sounds

($,/, 5, h) called 'hot' because of their resemblance to

hissing steam.

The case of medials (znadiyamas) poses some prob-

lem. The degree of aperture and the manner of articu-

lation in them differ. They fall into one group only due

to phonological considerations. Y and v are phoneti-

cally close to vowels and phonologlcally to medials (or

semivowels) because of their non-nuclear distribution in

syllables.

The degree of contact in tap r is more. For the lat-

eral 1, there is more contact in the median line of the

vocal tract. The phonological nature of the problem of

r and -] and their relation with vocalic r and 1 are dis-

cussed in the monograph Svaxavy^njana-siksa (Varma
1961: 58-60). This is quite similar to the vocalized

consonants in other languages as well. If we contrast

the English word 'bat' [bast] with 'battle' [bastl] we can

easily see how
[J]

in the latter functions as a syllabic

nucleus, unlike [J}say in 'lit
5

[lit]. Similarly in Skt. [irt]

or
[rsi]

i.e. r & I, functions as syllabic nucleus. Hence

it is r-Jcara, the vowel and not repia, the consonant.

If a real 'vocalic vowel' precedes or follows r-iara, it

loses its adhoc vocalic nature and gets relegated to the
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consonantal status; e.g. maha(t)-rsi > maharsi; pitr-

ayattam > pitrayattam.

In the phonetic description of 7, texts talk about the

presence of contact by the edge of the middle of the

tongue on hinder gum; TP. 2.40; talau jihvamadhyan-
tarabhyam yaJcare. But they fail to notice such a con-

tact in the case of i and i. This is due to the neglect
of the difference between open and close varieties of

vowels, Here it is worth noting that the contact for

i is noticed by TolJcappiyam, TE. 86: aiipal mutal na

vilumpuralutaiya 'the contact of the sides of the front

of the tongue on the grinder teeth is made 9

.

In the phonetic description of u
5
the lip-rounding

(TP. 2.24: osthopasamhara u varne) and protubera-
tion are noted (Vyasasiksa 284: uvrnaprahrter osthau

dirghau).

It is probably by taking into account the contact in

close vowels i and u that AP quotes an opinion that in

vowels also there is some contact (without of course any
audible hindrance): svaranam ca eJce sprstam. Whitney

impatiently dismisses this statement as "too obviously

and grossly incorrect ... to be worth quoting".

2.4.3. The backest place in the mouth just above the

throat is the uvular-velar region, In Sanskrit velar re-

gion alone need be taken care of, Even that is clubbed

along with glottal in later texts. Thus we have the clas-

sification like the one in SK (on 1.1.9 of Partial), viz:

aJtuJiavisarjaniyanain kanthah, where i-series is said to

be at the same place as a, h and -h. However the op-

tional voiceless velar fricative [x], the permissible variant

of -i before Jc, as in pratahkale/prata[x]kale is called
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jlhvamuHya even in SK, The inclusion of i-series in

the list containing glottal sounds may have some merits

viewed from the point of view of phonological distinctive

features. But this is at the risk of phonetic precision.

The earlier texts prescribe the root of the tongue as the

articulator and the root of the upper jaw, velum as the

place for i-series in agreement with the general scheme

as for palatals where palate is the place of articulation;

TP. 2,35,36: hanumule jihvamulena kavarge sparsayati;
ialau jihvamadhyena cavarge.

The retroftexed sounds are usually referred to as
4

do-

ixial' (murdhanya). The earlier translation 'cerebral'

is highly inappropriate if we see the explanation avail-

able in phonetic manuals. By the term murdha what is

meant is only the dome of the mouth. In the commen-

tary on 2.37 of TP, TBR says: murdhasabdena vaktra-

vivarasya uparibhago vivaksyate. To reach this point
the tip of the tongue is to be flexed back; TP. 2.37:

jihvagrena prativestya murdhani tavarge. This agrees
with VP. 1.78: murdhanyah prativestitagram.

In dentals the place of articulation is upper teeth and

the articulator is the tip or apex of the tongue; VP has

this statement: dantyah jihvagrakaranah, The apex is

in spread contact; AP 1.24: jihvagram prastirnam. Ac-

cording to Tamil grammars the spread contact is said to

be a distinctive feature of the dental articulation while

alveolar plosive and nasal have pointed contact, (see:

TolJrappiyarn, Ezhuttalikarani^ 93-94: nanuni parantn

'having a spread contact of the tip of the

tongue'. This continues to be the characteristic fea-

ture of dental nasal in Malayalam which distinguishes
it from alveolar in addition to the difference in the place
of contact.
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The labials are articulated with the help of both lips;

TP. 2.39: ost
fhabhyam pavarge. There is a possibility

that v in its early stages being articulated bilabially

as can be seen from the relation of the type vasati :

usyate] vahati : udhah. But the pronunciation had

changed to labio-dental approxijnant long back. TP.

2.43: osthantabhyam dantair v^kare. Corners of the

mouth are also said to function as articulator. The

Apisatisiksa has this comment: vakaro dantyosthayah;
srkvasthanam eke.

The assessment of the place of articulation for r-

sound varies among authors (see 0.3 above). The very
name repha for it, also is problematic. This is in dis-

agreement with the usual way of designating a partic-

ular consonant unit by adding an a-sound after: the

custom sanctioned by TP. 1.21: akaro vyanjananam.
TE.46 also says that a consonant is enunciated by a suc-

ceeding a-sound: meyyin iyarkal nkaramotu civanum.

According to this convention ka denotes Jc, unless oth-

erwise specified. When any letter is named, -kara is

also added to it; e.g. a-kara for sound unit a. The out-

standing exception to this mode of designation is the r-

sound which is called not *rakar% but repha. The usual

explanation given is by splitting it into ra-ipha where -

ipha is said to be a suffix. TP. 1.19 Jias this explanation:

ephas tu rasya. But the Vaidikabharanam commentary
to TP has a different view. It is said that repha is from

jriph Ho rip': riphyate, vipatayate, vastradipatana-

dhvaduccaryata iti rephah. This view can be correct

even historically as ripi and rip can be IE cognates even.

Many treatises group r-sound among domal series

- murdhanya-varnas. There is phonological justifica-

tion to this treatment as r sound causes retroflexion in
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dentals (cf. Panini 3.4.2: rasabhyam 120 nah samana-

pade. Its phonetic evaluation as retroflexed sound also

could be justified dialectally and historically. But its

alveolar pronunciation is known to the ApisaHsiksa 1.13:

r-tu-sah mmdhanyah] 1.14: ro dantamulasthanam

ekesam. VP. 1.68 prescribes dento-gingival articula-

tion: ro dantamulasthanam ekesam. The alveolar tap

pronunciation familiar in South India is prescribed by
TP. 2.42: rephe jihvagramadhyena pratyag dantamule-

bhyah. The commentary glosses pratyag as 'within and

above': pratyagiti abhyantara uparibhaga ity arthah.

So the place for r~sound is backer than dantamula. RP
uses the term vartsya to denote; such sounds; 1.46:

repham vartsyam eke. This place of articulation accord-

ing to Uvata is the corrugated area behind the root of

the teeth: vartsasabdena dantamulad uparisthad

ucchunapradesa uccyate. A neat description of alveo-

lar region indeed !

The concept of aJcsara 'syllable' was made explicit

in India. Vowel forms the syllabic nucleus (and also

vocalized consonants). RP. 17.32^'states: savyanjanah
sanusvarah suddho vapi svaro 'ksaram. Hence the et-

ymology (though may not be historically accurate) in

the Mahabhasya: svayam rajante svarah,

There is nothing much to comment about long and

short varieties of simple vowels i
?
u

3
a except the qualita-

tive difference in short a envisaged by the closing sutra,

of Panini, a = d. The short a is said to have a closer,

samvrta approximation. The statement of SK that all

vowels except short a are viviia misses the point appar-

ently. In fact i and H are closer than even short a. The

following diagram makes the point clear:
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The supposed diphthongal quality in e and o poses
another problem. These long mpnothongs might have

been diphthongs in Pre-Sanskrit. Their treatment as

diphthong has grammatical justification as well. E > ay
and o > av before any vowel in the same way as ai >

ay and au > av before any vowel. This junctional fea-

ture is taken care of by Panini 6.1.78: eco 'yavajavah.
In the similar fashion a+i > e and a+u > o by Panini

6.1.87: ad gunah. But phonetically e and o had al-

ready become monothongs at a very early stage itself.

This is apparently why RP. 13.40 indicates that parts
of e and o are inseparable: aprthakdhvanih. Uvata ex-

plains that one cannot observe where the a ends and i

or u begins as the pairs coalesce like milk and water....:

ksirodakavat sam$argat najnayatc kva avarnamatra kva
va ivarna-uvarnayorHL The relative openness of e when

compared with i is noticed in TBR while commenting
on TP. 2,23: ivarne yatha jihvamadhyopasamharo na
khdv evam elare, Mntu tato nyuna ity arthah.

2.5. In the extrabuccal effort phonation, nada plays
an important part. The closure pf the glottis produces

phonation or voicing; the opening produces breath; TP.
2.4.5: samvrte kauathe nadah kriyate; vivrte svasah. An
intermediate position between them is prescribed for

[i^sound. TP 2,6 madhye hakaxah. With all possibility
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what Is referred to may be the voiced glottal fricative,

the [Unsound, This sound, we now know, is produced
when there is an opening in the cartilaginous part of the

vocal fold and closure at the membraneous part, result-

ing in a voiced glottal fricative. The intermediate posi-
tion between glottal opening and pHonation was beyond
the comprehension of Whitney and he dismisses such a

description as "forced and futile". Time has proved that

the 19c. western scholar was wrong. The discussion of

the nature of voiceless (breathed) i~sound is done in

2.4.2 above.

The modern phoneticians hold the view that the

qualities of the aspirated breath and the hiss of i-sounds

are similar - the aspirated [k] is transcribed as [kh]. For

the ancients, aspiration is the result of the combination

samsarga of i-sound.

The coupling of nasal resonator in nasal sounds is

described TP. 2.52: nasiJcavivarajaad anunasikam. The

spread of nasalization to the preceding vowel in aim-

svara is sanctioned by TP. 2.30: anusvarottama ami-

nasifcah, samyamajh is sanyamah phonetically.

2.6. Among the prosodic features described in the texts

only jazna and svara need special mention*
\

Yama is the nasal plosion of ojral stops. In padma.
d is released nasally since m follows it immediately; AP.
1.99: samanapade anuttamat sparsad uttame jamair
yatha samyuktam vyavadhanam bhavati. TP. 21.12-

13 calls it nasiJcya also: sparsad anuttamaparad anu-

piirvyan nasikyah; tan yaman eke. There are as much
yamas as there are nasals.
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Three contrasting levels of tonal features the'h.igh>

the low and the circumflex are clearly explained in an-

cient texts. They are given the names ucfatta, axiztdatta

and svarita. These refer to relative levels and compar-
ison should be done within the same range or register.

This range is also at times called jama. Svarita is a glid-

ing from udattato anudatta. AP, 1.14-17; samanayame
aJrsaram uccair ndattam, nicsdr anudattam, aJcsi-

ptam svaritam; svaritasyadito matrartham ndattam.

udatta + anudatta > svarita
t

dwi ~\~ i^a > diviva

8.4,66 of Panini: "udattad anudattasya svaritah ?'

The physiological reason for pitch variation is the

tension of the vocal folds. TP. 23^.9-10 says that when

folds are stretched, kept in tension and thinned the

pitch rises and when they sag, soften and thicken pitch

falls: ayamo darunyam anuta khasyety uccaii Jmrgni

s&bdasya; anvavasargo mardavam uruta nicaih

The modern neuro-muscular theory of pitch varia-

tion explains that it is due to the direct innervation

of muscular tension and subglottal pressure difference,

once believed to be the cause of pitch variation, changes

only the intensity of the larynx note (Gimson 1980:12),

3. This paper is intended only to initiate a reader to

the ancient phonetic manuals of India. Re-reading them

comparing with other grammatical texts of India can be

highly beneficial.
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A Note on Transliteration:

The usual R.A.S. scheme is followed for the transliteration of

Indian words, The symbols provided in LEA. chart are made use

of in strict phonetic transcriptions,
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M. SRIMANNARAYANA MURTI

A NOTE ON ARTICULATION

OF SPEECH SOUNDS

IN INDIAN PHONETICS

In the preceding paper in this volume entitled

'Ancient Indian Phonetics in Modern Perspective',

Professor T.B. Venugopala Panikkar observes on page

48 as follows:

"Another limitation of our ancient texts is

that they do not talk about the way in which the

air from the lungs gets initiated. The movements

in the abdominal cavity, visible by the muscu-

lar contraction around the naval region give them

the impression that the air gets initiated from the

naval region. Uvata in the commentary of 23.1 of

RP says: ... prano hi nabjher uparistad vyapja

asye vyacarati.... The idea that the air gets ini-

tiated from the naval region is familiar to Tamil

grammars also; TE. 83: ... unti mutala muntu

vali tonri.... We now know that the abdominal

movements and the movements of' the thoracic
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muscles and of the diaphragm press the lungs and

the air goes out. The reverse takes place when air

is taken in."

Let us try to understand the stand taken by the an-

cient phoneticians in holding the naval as the place of

initiation of air for articulation of speech sounds. In

other words we have to inquire whether it is because

of ignorance or out of some other considerations. One

way is to search for answer in the Ayurvedic texts for

their opinions which are comparable to those of the

anatomist, pathologist or physiologist of modern Zo-

ology on which the modern linguist rests his theories.

The Ayurveda aims at to keep the balance of the man
with regard to his good, bad, happy and unhappy life

by taking into account of the body, sense organs, mind

and soul with a holistic view. 1 Hence it does not merely

aim at curing a disease but at identifying the causes of

happy and unhappy life to bestow a good hygiene to lead

to liberation (moisa),
2 In conformity with the classifica-

tion of causes (iaranas) as envisaged by the Naiyayikas,

Grammarians, etc,, three causes are identified as basis

for human life. The dhatus (tissues) are the samavayi-

larajia, the three dosas -
vata, pitta and kapha - are

the nimitta-karana* and the union of dhatus and dosas

are the asamavayi-karana* Different foods, activities,

etc,, which excite the dosas to produce disease are the

saiaiiri-iarajQas. In conformity with this classification,

the causes of articulation are also the causes for fail-

ure of articulation. The failure of articulation results

in the form of total failure of speech or hoarseness of

voice. Now let us note how cough and hoarseness of

voice arise according to the chief exponents like Caraka

and Madhavakara.
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occurs when a person makes loud sounds as in carry-

ing loads on the head, combating with strong persons,

forcibly stopping a running mighty bull or horse, or tam-

ing wild animals, throwing heavy stones, wooden rafters

or catapults, fighting with enemies with weapons, read-

ing with high pitch, running fast long distances, swim-

ming mighty rivers, running along with horses, sudden

jumping, strenuous dancing, etc.
15

We have noticed that vata is a prakrti (constituent

entity for the primary formation of the man) and also

a dosa in human beings. Caraka identifies it with Vayu
and also characterizes as the anthropomorphic god Vayu

extolling him as the cause of negation of the positive fac-

tors and bestower of happiness and misery. He is Death,

Yama, Prajapati, Aditi, Visvakarman and Visnu, 16 In

the same place he also mentions that this Vayu is five-

fold, promoter of speech, originator of sound and root of

auditory sense organ (prayartaio vacai, prakrtih

sparsasabdayojb srotrasparsanayor mulam).

The discussion in the foregoing pages confirms that

the Indian medical science recognizes the pulmonary
air called prana alone as the cause of articulation of

speech sounds. The udana-vayii located in the glot-

tis is the concomitant cause supporting the exhalation

of breath and production of the speech sounds. The

samana-vaju at the naval is the air in the abdomen

which promotes good digestion and sound strength for

required movement of the abdominal nervous system
to promote expiration of breath in the lungs. As vayu
is considered as controlling the whole nervous system
of the human body, Vayu is the anthropomorphized

god functioning as creator, sustainer and also destroyer

of living beings through the physical manifestations as
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prafcrti, dosa, prana, etc. Thus the air at naval is also

included by Uvata as an instrument in articulation on

the justification that the prayatna 'effort
5
for articula-

tion starts with the nervous system at abdomen. Fol-

lowing the same tradition, the Paniniyasiksa, includes

in the articulatory process the Atman, buddhi, inten-

tion of the speaker, stimulation of the nervous system

through mind. Thus the air in the chest (= lungs)

produces sounds. 17 This Paniniy&siksa adumbrates the

Sphota theory as propounded by Bhartrhari in his

Vakyapadiya. It has also influenced the Tamil gram-
marian of ToIJcappiyam, who maintains:.,, unti mutala

muntu valf tojori.... (TE. 83).
18

Exactly the same is said

by the modern phoneticians as Professor Panikkar has

summed up above.
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should not run too long or" too fast, Vata, pitta and kapha are

eternally present in the body of living beings either as normal

(prairti) or abnormal (dosa) state.

f: ippp
1

^t qictfHtticfrit,!^; 1

d: II CS. Sutra. 18.48.

All the disorders in the body arise only because of vata, pitta

and kapha. So the wise physician should observe the location,

characters and functions of vata, pitta and kapha and define

disorders caused by them,

CS. Sutra. 19.5. In Ayurveda the explanation starts

with the description of the disease and end with its treatment;

Cf. (Jteicfl ^t*TqtJj

Madhavanidanam [= MN] (Eoga Jiniscaya) of Madhavakara.
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10 A ..... fa*Hi*Mici, MN.10.1.

11 In the old age persons waste due to senility (old age) and loss of

appetite. Thus occur emaciation (irsa) and voice husky, feeble

and broken. They try hard even to expectorate and bring out

sputum. They can bring out little or no sputum:
cfi4 \&<$w fcfW :

l

^ !

ft^T ^^KldMlfed.'li MN. 10. 16-17.

12 This becomes clear by the observance of the following sentences:

:,
MN.10.6. Hoerseness of voice,

pain in the shoulders, constriction of shoulders and flanks are

due to vata.
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Sengupta. Chaukhambha Orientalia, Varanasi 1991 (rpt.), 11.3.

See also MN.10.21-26.
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16, For a full comprehension of the concept of Vayu and its role in

human life, the full text is to be read:

ft^RTf

1

!., ^ II

, ^THT ^TRTRT^R., ^l^^lf^Wi, ^:, ^FT', ft^RTF,

"ii t^nrar,

^ JiciiPiId II CS. Sutra. 12.8, p. 81.

The English translation by Priyavrat Sharma of this passage:

"Now I shall describe, as far as possible, after bowing to (Lord)

Vayu and confirming each item by perception, inference and
authoritative sources, the effects of Vayu - vitiated or unviti-

ated, manifested in or outside the body.

Vayu, when unvitiated, holds up the systems and organs, has

five forms -
prana, udana, samana, vyana and apana, initiates

upward and downward movements, leads and controls mind,
employs all sense organs in their activity, carries all sense ob-

jects^ causes structural formation of all Jbodily dhatus, promotes
union in body, prompts speech, originates touch and sound, is

the root of auditory and tactile sense organs, is source of exhil-

aration and courage, stimulates agni (digestion), absorbs dosas,
throws out excreta, makes the gross and subtle channels, shapes
the foetus and maintains life span.
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When it is vitiated in the body, it afflicts it with various dis-

orders and thereby affects strength, complexion, happiness and

life-span; agitates mind, affects all the sense organs, destroys,

deforms or detains the embryo for long, produces fear, grief,

confusion, anxiety and excessive delirium and (at the end) stops

the vital breath.

The normal vayu, moving about in the nature performs these

functions -
holding up the earth, Middling of fire, disposing con-

tinuous movement of the sun, the moon and groups of stars and

planets, making of clouds, raining waters, initiation of streams,

producing flowers and fruits, sprouting of plants, demarcation

of seasons, division of dhatus, manifesting the measure and

shape of dhatus, strengthening of seeds, growth of plants, re-

moving excessive moisture, absorbing and normal transforma-

tion.

When it moves about in nature in the vitiated condition it

shows these effects -
churning the tops of mountains, churn-

ing of trees, producing high tides in oceans, overflowing of the

lakes, counter-current in rivers, earthquake, moving of clouds

with sound, showering of dew, thunder, dust, sand, fish, frog,

snake, alkali, blood, stone and thunderstorm; derangement of

six seasons, non-compactness of crops, complications in crea-

tures, replacing the positive factors with negative ones and re-

lease of clouds, sun, fire and wind which bring about the end

of four ages.

Vayu is all powerful producer and indestructible; causes nega-

tion of the positive factors in creatures and brings about happi-

ness and misery; he is Death, Yam^, (god of death), regulator,

Prajapati (master of the creatures), Aditi, Viswakarma (per-

forming all sorts of functions), taking all sorts of forms, pen
etrates into all, executes all the systems, is subtle among the

things, is pervasive, Visnu (protector)- moves in the entire na-

ture, what else Vayu himself is the Lord (all powerful)." ibid*

p. 82.

17,
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JcT: IS Paniniyasffesa, 6-9.

18. P.S. Subrahmanya Sastri has shown with evidences the influ-

ence of the Rkpratisakhya, Panimyasiksa, etc., on Tolkappi-

yanar, see his History of Grammatical Theories in Tamil, Kup-

puswami Sastri Research Institute, Chennai, 1997 (rpt).



APARNA CHATTOPADHYAY

ASQKA'S CARE
FOR THE MINORITIES,

BACKWARD TRIBES, THE POOR,
OLD AND WEAKER SEX

In Rock Edict V (Mansehra)
1 Asoka says that the

Dharma Mahamatras were non-eyistent previously. But

now when he is consecrated for thirteen years "they are

employed among all sects ,..., for the good and happi-

ness of those devoted to religion, even among the Yonas,

Kambojas, Gandharas, Rastrikas, Pitinikas and what-

ever other peoples of Aparanta, or western borderers

(of mine there are). They are al?o .employed among
the soldiers and their "thiefe, Brahmanical ascetics and

householders, the destitute and the infirm by age ,...

They are also employed for taking steps against impris-

onment and for granting release, on the ground that

one has numerous offspring, or is overwhelmed by mis-

fortune or afflicted with age. Hfere and in the outlying

towns, in all the harems of my brothers and sisters and

whatever other, relatives of mine tlere are, everywhere

are they employed
15P
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In this inscription the special mention of people of

certain regions or people belonging to a particular class

or classes, who, if scrutinised, will show that they were

either minorities or were weak sections of society or peo-

ple inhabiting distant parts of the empire, where special

state-care for them was needed.

Thus in the first group of persons mentioned here,

we find the people living in the north-western and west-

ern borders of the empire. The 'Yonas' were the Ya~

vanas, that is the Greek who were settled in Afghanistan
and it is certainly for these people there, that we find

Asoka's Kandahar rock inscription in Greek and Ara-

maic languages,
2 This part of Afghanistan formerly

called Kafmstan and later named Nuristan was inhab-

ited by Greeks who were subjects of Maurya empire.

They were a particular group of foreign settlers need-

ing special care. According to V.A. Smith the term

jona means people of Greek descent and perhaps the

term included other foreign tribes of the north-western

frontier.3 The city administration of Pataliputra noticed

by Megasthenes shows that special care was taken of

foreigners in India by the state.4

As regards the Kambojas aad Gandharas, Hultzsch

takes them to be a
Greeks, Kabulis and N.W. Panjabis."

5

The Kambojas were a Bjmalayaji nation according to

Smith, Tibetans according to some authorities, and the

Gandharas were the people of the Gaadhara country

including Peshawaf and probably Tarila also.6

Possibly the people of Kamboja were inhabitants

of Kabul region instead of being Tibetans, Kamboja
and Gandhara are always mentloaed together in an-

cient texts and inscriptions in fifth rock edict
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of Asoka too the two countries are mentioned together.

According to Dr. Raychoudhuri the borders of Kainboja
touched Kafiristan. 7 The people of Kamboja, no matter

whether they were Tibetans or Kabulis, were inhabi-

tants of the northern or north-western borders of India

and it is certain that they were small in number in com-

parison with the inhabitants of the main-land of India.

The Rastrikas were the inhabitants of Maharastra

and the Pitenikas were the inhabitants of the coun-

try about Paithan on the Godavari.8
Though about the

identification of the Pitenikas some scholars are doubt-

ful, they in all probability lived near Maharastra, as

they are mentioned with the Rastrikas. 9

As regards the people of Aparanta, mentioned along
with the Rastrikas, they lived in Western India.

According to Prof. R.K. Mookerji, the term aparanta
in Sanskrit literature seems to be a stock word for west-

ern India. 10
Mookerji has further substantiated this fact

by the data drawn from the Puranas and the Kavya-
mimamsa. 11

So right from Afghanistan where lived the Yonas,

Kambojas and Gandharas upto the western border of

India where is situated Maharastra, the inhabitants

found special attention of Asoka. The people of

Afghanistan and north western India had been undef

the domination of Persia being provinces of the

Achaemenid empire of Persia for a long period. Then

these parts being in the possession of Alexander's suc-

cessor Seleukas were finally ceded to Candragupta Mau-

rya by the former. So the people of these regions were

not in regular touch with India proper for a long time

and culturally they were possibly different. The Yonas
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who were Greeks and other foreign settlers in Afgheni-

stan which was then a part of the Maurya empire, being

situated in Uttarapath, certainly had different ways of

life and they spoke their own languages. This fact is

proved by Asoka's Kandahar rock inscription in Greek

and Aramaic languages. As we have pointed out ear-

lier, these people needed special care as otherwise there

were chancels of their being harassed by Maurya officials

of those parts. The instances of revolt in Taksasila dur-

ing the reign of Bindusara and also during the reign ox

Asoka12
prove that the Maurya officials in distant parts

of the empire misused their power,.

The regions of Western India also are specially men-
tioned in Rock Edit V. If Rastrika was not Maharastra,

but Kathiawad as suggested by Hultzsch13 in that case

also the western coast of India was the region of Asoka's

special care. And we have seen that aparanta was a term
for Western India in Sanskrit literature. 14 It seems these

groups of people were minorities aij.d different from the

people of the Gangetic valley in their habits, spoken di-

alects and ways of life and they were to be given special
care.

If Asoka meant by the term biatas mercenary hired

troops,
15

they belonged to the lower cadre of army per^
sonnel and their interests were to be safeguarded. The
chiefs of these bhatas were also not belonging to the
higher ranks of army officers and they also needed care
from the officers of the Central Government so that irx-

justice was not done to them by higher officers of the
army. We remember five yearly and three yearly tours
of Higher Officers (Mahamatras) despatched from the*
Central Government and also from the provincia.1
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capitals to restrain Maurya officials from misusing their

power.
16

As regards the Brahmanlcal ascetics who were to be

looked after by the Dharmamahamatras the following

facts are noticed in the Greek accounts. Arrian says

that among the seven castes among which the Indian

population was divided, the first w$,s formed by the col-

lective body of the philosophers, "which in point of num-

ber is inferior to the other classes but in point of dignity

prominent over all".
17 Arrian says "these sages go naked,

living during winter in the open air to enjoy sunshine

and during summer, when the heat is too powerful, in

meadows and low grounds under large trees". 18 These

philosophers or sophists of Greek Accounts 19 were cer-

tainly the Brahmanical ascetics. Because about them,

i.e. the philosophers of Sophists, we learn that 'they

are under no necessity of doing any bodily labour at

all, or of contributing from the produce of their labour

anything to the common stock, nor indeed is any duty

binding on them except to perform the sacrifices offered

to the gods on behalf of the state. If any one, again has

a private sacrifice to offer, one of these sophists shows

him the proper mode, as if he could not otherwise make

an acceptable offering to the gods,
20

The above facts mean that those sophists were

Brahmanas and not persons belonging to other vam&s.

Because it was one of the six duties of the Brahmanas

to perform sacrifice for the other and take fee for this

service.
21 Persons belonging to Ksatriya or Vaisya com-

munities could perform sacrifices for themselves but not

for others.22
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Arrian lias said that 'these sages go naked and that

they live in the open air
5

. So these Brah.mars.as were

leading the third stage of their life, that is the life of

vanaprastlia.
23 Asoka took special care of such

Brahmanas.

In the Rock Edict XII (Mansehra) we find Sin-

adhyaksa-mahamatras mentioned along with the

Dharma-mahamatras. They are supposed to be the high

officials who looked after the interest of the womenfolk. 23
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SUJATA NAIR

THE CONCEPT OF MIND
IN NYAYA-VAISESIKA
SYSTEM OF THdUGHT

The Nyaya-Vaisesika system of thought is often

looked upon as a kind of materialism in spite of the

fact that they belong to the orthodox fold; for, they

appear to reflect a genuine sqestific'and philosophic at-

titude which is absent in other dr^K^iox -systems* An-

other reason to look upon thfem as n^taialistic is to

be found in their vehement attack'upon the absolutist

and idealistic schools of B^dtusm. Moreover, there is

nothing specifically idealistic in tit JVyi/a-sSfra. Even

the topics of study with which they are conotemed have

no direct relation to any positive or abstract spiritual

end. Similarly, in |he Vais^a sd^d topha^s is upon

scientific interpretatip^i df i^Kfypfier^km metaphys-

ical, It investigatesW
a view to know its pubitaiice, <pa!ty '&nd ^> on, Purther

the main feature of ihese sf 0f iicwgjbl is a beli^

in an eternally
1

existiiig exjlxati^ of

mind. In this regard tlattf
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Though the concept of mind in Nyaya Vaisesika sys-

tems of thought deserves due consideration, it does not

seem to have been dealt with in any detail, while top-

ics like the Vaisesika system of categories, Nyaya logic

and proofs for existence of God have been subjected to

extensive study.

The present study is an attempt to elucidate some of

the main features of the concept of mind as found in the

Nyaya Vaisesika systems. The first part of this study

is devoted to the nature of mind. The second part dis-

cusses the proofs for existence of mind. Such attempts

to prove the existence of mind is essential in Indian phi-

losophy since mind is regarded as an entity existing over

and above the self or atman. But such a proof may be

unnecessary in Western Philosophy since most of the

Western thinkers regard self, mind and consciousness

to be identical. The final part of the article deals with

the problem of the relation between consciousness and

mind. In this context it may also be noted that there

is a general tendency in the west to attribute the views

of Advaita to Indian thought as a whole. To show that

it is not exactly the case^ I have brought in the views

of Advaitins in comparison with Nyaya Vaisesika views

wherever necessary.

The Nyaya-Vaisesikas are realists in that they as-

sert the existence of the external world independent
of our knowledge of it. The Vaisesika tMnkers rec-

ognize seven categories of substance (dravya), quality

(gujna), activity (Jcarma), particularity (visesa), general-

ity (samanja), inlierence (samara/a) and 'non-existence
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(abhava),
1 The Nyaya-sutra gives a list of sixteen cat-

egories, most of which are logical in nature. According
to the Vaisesifca-sutra, the world is composed of eter-

nally existing unchangeable and uncaused atoms. They
are called substances (dravyas) and are nine in num-

ber, namely Earth (prtivi), water (ap), Fire (tejas), Air

(vayu), Ether (aJcasa), Space (difc), Time (&afa), Mind

(rnanas) and Self (atman).
2
Nyaya recognizes only five

elements namely Earth, Water, Air, Fire and Ether*.

Thus it is seen that mind (manas) is regarded to be

one of the nine substances (dravyas). The Advaitins

hold mind to be a psychic principle. The self (atman)
is encased in five sheaths (Jcosas) known as annamaya
(food and water), pranamaya (vital breath), manomaya
(mind) ,

and vijnanamaya (consciousness). Of these

manomaya and vijnanamaya (mind and consciousness)
are regarded to be psychic principles. The classifica-

tion of sheaths (kosas) is also an indication that there is

no substantial difference between physical and psychi-
cal principles. Psychic is distinguished by the only fact

thai it is subtler than the physical.

The Nyaya-sutra regards mind to be a sense organ,
the other five being eye, nose, skin, ear and tongue.^
Mind is regarded to carry on internal perception, viz.

thinking and imagining. The sense or instalment by
which the act of thinking is performed is called mind.4

It has its role in external perception also.

Thus mind is one of the conditions of perception since

perception takes place only when the atomic mind is in

conjunction with the sense organs and the soul, 5 Per-

ception cannot arise unless there is conjunction of soul

arid mind.6 The mind has to be in contact with external

sense organs so that data is grasped and 'then passecl
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on to the self (atznan). Thus the mind is directed in-

wards in internal perception and outwards in external

perception. Thus the mind is an internal sensory or-

gan (antaMarana). It is the integrating principle or

instrument of knowledge. The mind functions also as

a secretary in that it receives all sensations and passes

them on to the self one after another.

According to Advaitins the self is pure consciousness

"but when it becomes limited by adjuncts (upadii), it is

known as knower and doer (jnata and Jcarta). So from

the empirical stand-point the self is known only through
its limiting adjuncts and it becomes identical with the

mind,7 This limiting adjunct in the state of doubt is

called manas and in the state of determination is called

buddhL8 But by whatever name it is known
5
it always

refers to the internal organ (antahkarana}.

Thus the Advaitins, like Nyaya-Vaisesikas, regard
mind to be an internal organ (antaMarana). The wak-

ing self establishes contact with the external world

through nineteen ways. They being the five sense organs

(jnanendriyas), five organs of action (karmendriyas), five

vital breaths (prana), mind (manas), intellect (buddhi),

egoity (afaamiara) and consciousness (dtta). In dream
state too the self is active but then it is conscious of

what is within. For the dream-self (fafjasa), the inind

(manas) together with budfdii, aiiamkara and dtta act

as an instrument of knowledge.
9 This way the mind acts

as an instrument of knowledge for both the waking and
the dream sell

t

Sankara uses the words manas and antaiiarajaa in-

terchangeably. In fact the same mind is referred to as

nmias, budcUu, ahamiara and cftta depending on its
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different functions. 10 The manas by itself is that which

reveals knowledge of the past, present and future. The

internal organ is that which controls and coordinates the

other organs of sense perception,. VThus the mind acts

as a chief sense organ. It is the ^.pperceptive agent.
11

Though mind is regarded to be a sense organ it is to

be differentiated from other sense organs. The sense or-

gans perceive external objects wjiile mind perceives in-

ternal states like feelings, desire, etc. The sense organs
axe composed of gross elements

?
For instance, eye is

composed of fire atoms, ear is composed of ether atoms

and so on, but mind is not composed of material atoms.

Another point of difference is that sense organs can be

perceived but zoanas cannot be perceived; we can only

infer its existence. Sense organs have limited functions,

but the functions of manas are unlimited. The sense or-

gans are involved only in external perception, but mind
is involved in both external and internal perceptions.

The sense organs are limited to the perception of the

present, but mind can go beyond the present into the

past and the future.

The Nyaya-Vaisesika and the Advaita disagree on the

elemental nature of sense organs. The Nyaya-Vaisesika
holds the view that sense organs are elemental, each one

is made up of its corresponding cognitive substance, just

as eye is made up of ike atoms. Advaitins object to

this view and claim that if this proposition is true then

the mind which helps in the manifestation of all other

sense organs, must have all the characteristics of the

elements that the sense organs are made of. At the same

time the mind also knows the self and so it should be

substantially similar to the self too. The Advaitins solve

this problem by stating that the ^ea$e m^iisr though
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material axe subtle and that they cannot be perceived

but can only be inferred.
12

Some school of Advalta does not accept mind as sense

organ because, if it is a sense organ, it becomes an in-

strument of perception and its function must be limited

to direct experience of perceptual things, but manas can

act also in other valid means of knowledge like inference,

where it does not function as a sense organ.
13 Moreover,

the cognition of pleasure and pain are immediate exper

riences. So the perceptual knowing of a thing with mind

does not make it a sense organ. They regard mind to

be the locus and not the instrument of valid knowledge.

The Nyaya and Vaisesiia sutras have described the

mind as atomic, for if mind has magnitude it could

come into contact with many sense organs at one and

the same time and many cognitions could take place

simultaneously. But since this does not happen they re-

gard the mind to be atomic. 14 The same reason of non-

simultaneity of cognitions is given to prove that there

is only one mind for each person/
5 If it is said that

there are simultaneous perceptions, the Naiyayikas ar-

gue that the appearance of simultaneity is simply an

illusion due to the rapid succession of cognition, just as

a firebrand when whirled rapidly appears to be a circle

of ire* 16 Advaitins regard the mind to be minute and

(snksma) since it is not perceived as leaving the

at death. However, they do not characterize the
as atomic.

The Hjaja-suira claims that the mind has no mag-
Mud being eternal should either have infinite

ike the self (atznan) or should have limited
It cannot have infinite magnitude because if
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it were so there would be simultaneous cognitions. The
mind cannot have finite magnitude ^

because it would be

divisible into parts and be perishable.
17

The Nyaya-sutra assigns properties of conjunction
and disjunction to material objects. The mind being
material also possesses properties of priority, posterity

and speed. Although the mind is material it cannot

be touched (asparsavattva). Objection is raised against
this position since it is difficult to conceive how mind
which is without parts and cannot be touched come into

conjunction with material objects. On the same ground
it is argued that the relation of inherence (samavaya)
and conjunction (samyoga) between objects, self and

mind is not possible unless the constituents of the rela-

tions have parts.
18

Regarding the location of the mind, the Nalyayikas
locate it within the body.

19 But that does not mean that

the mind functions only within the body, since accordr

ing to Nyaya, in perception the mind goes out to the

object. It only means that mind by itself, without any
reference to the body, cannot function.

The IVyaya-sutra emphasizes the fact that mind is

not the cognizer; it is only the mea&s of cognition.
20 The

mind mediates between the self and sense organs. Thus

the existence of the mind is essential for the self's ac-

quisition of knowledge. Advaitins likewise regard mind

to be a coordinating factor in knowledge. Thus self as

the agent depends on mind and sense organs to attain

knowledge. The fact that the
miiptd^is

not an agent does

not reduce its importance. Righf

t ^knowledge, imagina-

tion, remembrance and error arp the functions of the

niind.
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In Indian Philosophy the mind is considered to be a

separate entity over and above the self (atman) and so

it has advanced certain proofs for the existence of mind*

Let us consider some of them here*

It becomes necessary to postulate an internal or-

gan because if soul, sense organs and objects are held

enough for perception, there would be perpetual per-

ception. But since that is not the case, we have to
,

postulate an entity that collects data from sense organs

and passes them to the self (atmaii). This entity is the

mind (manas).

Though the self, as the basis of consciousness and

experience, is all pervading, it is always in contact with

sense organs. But it does not always perceive the exter-

nal objects. This is simply because of the fact that if

perception is to take place, the self needs something else

besides the sense organs, and that entity is the manas*
21

A similar argument is suggested in the VadsesdkarSiitra

also: "The appearance and non-appearance of knowl-

edge on contact of the soul with the senses and their

objects are marks of their (mind's) existence".
22 The

Nyay&~$ntra suggests non-simultaneity of cognition it-

self as a proof for the existence of mind (manas).
23

The Prasastapada-biasya on the Vaisesika-siitm

gives three reasons for the existence of mind. Non-

simultaneity of cognition is given as the first reason.

The experience of remirdscoice is suggested as the sec-

ond reason. It is a fact that we ronember experiences,
while the organs through wMch the original
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impression entered is inactive. 24 For instance the per-

ception of colour of an object brings in tlie idea of its

smell also. Thus the postulation of mind as an instru-

ment of memory is essential, While the above two rea-

sons for existence of mind is inferential, the experience

of pleasure and pain is given as direct proof for the ex-

istence of mind. The experience of pleasure and pain,

which are direct and immediate, are not caused by the

external sense organs. It follows that such experience is

possible only when mind acts as an internal sense organ.

Ill

In Western Philosophy the problem of consciousness

is usually related to the question regarding its nature

and existence. In Indian Philosophy the problem as-

sumes a different form. Its main concern is to show

that it belongs to the self (atman) and not the mind or

body.

IE the NyHya-sutm it is clarified that consciousness

is not the property of the body because consciousness is

present only so long as body is living. The living body
is conscious not because consciousness is the property

of the body. It is further clarified that consciousness

is not even the property of the mind (rnanas) because

cognition, volition, pain and pleasure are of the soul.

Therefore consciousness belongs to the self (aiman). On
the other hand if consciousness belongs to the mind,

then the self cannot be held responsible for the actions

done by the mind. 25

Kanada in his Vaisesiica-sutra discusses the nature

and locus of consciousness. He regards consciousness
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to be an awareness present In all animate things. It

does not have an independent existence, but inheres in

something else. He adds further that it does not reside

in the five elements, since it Is not an additional quality

of any of them. Nor does consciousness reside in the

body, because body may exist in swoon or death
?
but

it may not have consciousness. The fact of recollection

also shows that the experiencer and recollector are the

same. The continuity of experience therefore leads us

to the proposition, that consciousness does not inhere in

the non-eternal body. The stream of consciousness must

have a permanent abode. Consciousness involves both

a subject and an object. It should reside in the subject,

since body being the object of consciousness, cannot be

the seat of consciousness, 26 The Vaisesika-sutra clarifies

further that consciousness does not reside in any of the

senses, This Is because sense organs can perceive only a

class of objects, while consciousness is awareness of all

types of perception. The consciousness also does not in-

here in the mind because the ideas of mind are objects

of consciousness. These ideas can be directed accord-

Ing to the will of the thinker. So the thinker is not the

mind. The rnind is only an instrument at the disposal

of the thinker. The thinker is the self and consciousness

inheres in it. However consciousness is not essential

to the self, because self can exist without the manifes-

tation of consciousness; but consciousness cannot exist

without the self. Consciousness, is in fact the result of

combination of circumstances, and is usually caused by
the mind, sense organs and the object, action together.
The view of Advaitins regarding consciousness is differ-

ent. They do not regard consciousness to be a quality
of the self, but in fact identical with it. But for practical
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purposes the term consciousness Is used to denote the

relation of knowledge of the self with its objects.

Almost all the orthodox schools irrespective of their

metaphysical theories regard mind as different from the

self. It is considered to be an instrument of knowledge.
We have seen that Nyaya-Vaisesika regards it to be an

internal organ for the experience of internal states like

pleasure and pain. It is also involved in external per-

ception. Advaitins on the other hand regard self to be

the only reality and so mind is a product of ignorance

(ajjnana). However from the empirical standpoint mind
is regarded to be subtle matter limited in size. But

though it functions as an instrument of knowledge, it

is not regarded to be a sense organ. Both the schools

give proof for the existence of mind based on inference.

When it comes to the relation between mind, self and

consciousness, the schools differ in their views. The

Nyaya-Vaisesika regards consciousness to be a product
of a combination of circumstances involving the mind,
sense organs and object. The consciousness inheres in

the self (atman). The Advaitins on the other hand re-

gard consciousness to be identical with the self, but for

practical purposes it is used to denote the knowledge
relation of the self with its objects.
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PRANATI GHOSAL

IMPORT OF THE TERM <JYOTIS>

IN THE UPANISADIC CONTEXT

Introduction :

In the vast range of Upanisads, the term jyotis*

occurs numerously bearing various' meanings. A thor-

ough study of the passages of Upanisads has made -it

clear that these are not separate meanings but the same

jyotis can be viewed from the stoid-powt of various lev^

els, viz. (1) outer-cum-lower level, i.e. fire-element,
1

luminaries
2

(Sun, Moon, lightning, etc.), (2) inner-cum-

higher level, i.e. the light manifested through the powef

of senses, vijs. power of viafoa, speech, etc,
8

In this connection, we may mention here that k the

premises of Upanisads there are some other words, e&
bias,

4
tejas, rfipam,

5
etc., fiiicti apetjr fo mean jyc^s

though having some other shades of meaning also. In

the context of creation of elements we lad that along

*
e.g. as&to m& sad

ra gamaya ... mrt/ur vai two jyotft tmfanfL, -BU. 1.3.28
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with, jyotis tejas/ and agni
8 have been used almost

synonymously. It is interesting to note here that through

this semantic journey ultimately jyotis reaches Brah-

man, the Supreme Principle,
9

Derivation :

As regards the derivation of the- term jjotis, it is de-

rived from the root ,/dyut or ^ffint
10 Ho shine

3 with

tmadi suffix -isia (in the sense of nominative). Accord-

ing to the DasapaclJ Unadi Vrtfi11
(annexed to Panini's

grammaf), the root ^dyut, being followed by unadi suf-

fix -isin makes jyotis after the elision of
c

zi' and substi-

tution of
*

for ttie initial
cd?

.

Sabarasvamin,
12 while commenting on the

sutra, accepted ^dyut (to light) directly or used in its

causative sense for the formation of jyotis.

In this connection, we may mention here that use of

^/jjiii
*toishine'lias been traced in the Vedic literature

13

only and in later ages its use has become obsolete. Prom

derivation^ it has been clear that primary meaning of

ttts t^fm is- what shines, i.e. luinifiaries. All the gram-
mariaris are ^ more or less unanimous regarding this

derivation
fand 'MeaJning of the term. 14

Jyotis in Early Vedic Literature :

In EV jyotis occurs very often and denotes

(i) liHBinaries,
iS

(i!) light/effulgence,
16

(iii) fire,
17

(iv) pc^reor"^ vision.19 Be^des this jy&tis has appeared
te

r

riieai^Aeffeiily ight
m
/inner light

20
(in a figurative

sense) also. Even its occurrence to denote prairava,
21

lias beem traced in RV, thotigt such occurrence is" rare.
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Ath&rvaveda : In AV also, jyotis is met with repeatedly

and continued to mean fire
22 and luminaries,

23 while

other meanings of the term are absent. Only in one

case jyotis
24
(AV 9.5.11) has been rendered as Highest

Heaven meant for the Pitas by Griffith. 25

Yajurveda & Brahmanas : In the range of the Yajurveda
and Brahmana literature also jyotis is a common word,
but here it appears specially in the context of sacrifices.

From this time use of this term has been extended to de-

scribe various things, e.g. sacrifice (KS. 31.11), speech

(KS. 20.11; TMB. 10.2.1), heaven (MS. 1.4.7), saman

(TS. 7.1.1.1; TMB. 6.3.6; JB. 1.76), day (SB. 10.2.6,16),

virat (metre) (TMB. 6.3.6; JB. 1.66), gold (TS. 5.5.3.4;

AB. 7.12;*TMB. 6.6.10; SB. 6.7.1,2; GB. 2.58), son (AB.

7,13), etc.

VS 26 invokes jyotis to accompany oblations in fire

in the agnihotra sacrifice dedicated to the Sun and the

Fire in its (agnihotra) morning and evening sessions.

In the context of Jyotistoma sacrifice TS27 has used

the term jyotis to mean a collection of samans (trivrt,

pancadasa, saptadasa and ekavimsa samans). The SB,
28

in the context of building fire-altar refers to the lay-

ing of .bricks named visvajyotis, in the first, third and

fifth layer (of the alter). Further, SB 29 in the context

of sandilyagnyupasana describe^ atman as adhumam

jyotih.

Development of the Concept in the Upanisads :

Jyotis as luminaries: In the vast sphere of Upanisads

jyotis bears a comprehensive idea. Here also the term

essentially denotes luminaries, e.g. Sun, Moon, light-

ning, etc. We should mention at first Prasna,
30 which
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glorifies the Sun explicitly. Here it has been declared

as jyotisim patiA, 'lord of luminaries' (cf.
Gita. 10*23).

In another passage of Prasna31 this single light of Uni-

verse has been mentioned as Prajpa, Fire (vaisvanara)
and Hiranyagarbha the eater, pervading all creatures.

BU32 has stated the Sun and the Moon as the mind and

the vital force of Prajapati, which He at the outset of

creation fixed as His own food.

The idea has been culminated in Maitri,
33 where the

Sun has been mentioned as a form of amnrta-brahman
and omfcara. In Taitt34 these luminaries have been men-
tioned in terms of juxtaposition.
*

Lustre/Effulgence :

The function of jyotis is praiasa, i.e. to manifest/to

illuminate/to dispel the darkness. At the end of Taitt35

we find that the liberated soul, having been identified

with the Supreme Self continues declaring its result con-

sisting in Absolute knowledge and effulgence like that

of the Sun.

Through the term jyotis CU36
(in the narrative of

Janasrati Pautrayaaa) describes king's fame in a figu-

rative language.

In the invocation of Sun-god (in Svet37
)
for acquiring

inspiration and setf-coiitirol jyotis stands for Supreme
Lustre. Mahanarayajpa

38
speaks of the bright effulgence

inherent in Prajapati. Farther, in the same text (in the
context of aspirant's prayer) jyotis is used to mean 'Pure
Lustre* and is identified with the Self for the removal of
sin and attainment of knowledge.

39
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As already mentioned, some other words, e.g. te-

jas, bias, etc. (closely related to jyotis) occur in the

Upanisads to mean lustre.40 The Isopanisad
41 in a prayer

to the Sun refers to tejas as its (Sun) brilliance into

which a dying person wishes to merge himself. Sankara,
while commenting on the same has explained tejas as

jyotis. CU,
42 in the context of tidgitiopasana, has men-

tioned white and black lustres of the Sun as forms of rk

and saman.

Jyotis as Fire-element :

Another vital meaning of jyotis is fire. It is notewor-

thy that from the very beginning of the Vedic literature

jyotis appears to mean fire, but jyotis as fire-element can

be traced for the first time in SA,
43 which by the name

of Valisikhayani has enumerated five elements, viz. the

earth (prtiivl), air (vayii), sky (Jkiam), water (ap) and

fire (jyotis).

According to CU,44 the creation of elements starts

-with tejas (directly from sat, the Supreme Principle),

and it speaks of three elements (tejas, ap and anna),

whereas Taitt (2.1.3), Prasna (6.4) and Mund (2.1.3)

enumerate five elements where tejas comes in third po-

sition. This third element has been called by various

names in various texts, e.g. tejas (CU. 6.4.1), agm

(Taitt. 2.1.3) and jyotis (Mund. 2.1.3). The colour

(rupa) of fire-elements and luminaries has been descri-

bed as red.45
According to CU,46 three elements (anna,

ap and tejas) after being assimilated manifest in the hu-

man body in the form of mind, vital force and speech,

which have been described elsewhere as another form of

light (adiyatma-jyotis). Regarding the creation of this

jyotis Prasna
47 has narrated a story, where jyotis is said
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to have sprung forth from the air and generate water,

hence it has occupied an intermediary position between

air and water.

In the context of praising food, we have seen that fire

is established in water and water also is established in

fire, Taitt48 has beautifully shown this interrelationship

between jyoiis and ap. On account of their being en-

compassed by the other, each has been described as the

food of the other and in the aspect of being lodged in

another, both of them have been described as the eater

(armada).

Correspondences of jyotis in Human body :

From the study of Upanisads it has been clear that

three jyotis^ appearing in three regions have their corre-

sponding parts in human body. All the texts are more or

less unanimous on this fundamental point but they^
dif-

fer regarding its further details, e.g. according to SA49

the Sun, lightning and fire corresponded with eye, heart

and seed whereas AU50
through a narrative describes the

transformation of Agni, Aditya, Vayu, Candrama and
Dis into speech 5 eye, vital force, mind and ear. Accord-

ing to BU51 the fire, the Sun and the Moon corresponded
with mind, vital force and speech. "Here the light seems
to represent the luminosity of Prajapati, the creator,
while vac, manas and prana are the vocal, mental and

olfactory forms of His conceptualized consciousness.
5' 52

CU 53 while discussing mano-brahma and afcasa-

brajfema has described how the immanence of God in this

world and each individual has been expressed by declar-

ing the presence of jyotis in four elements (&gw,-vyu,
adilja and dis) and in four organs of beings (speech,
eye, ear and power^ smell).
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Thus all the faculties of senses a^nd other organs, viz.,

eye, ear, powers of speech and smell, mind, vital force,

seed, heart, etc. come under the banner of adhyatma-

jyotis.

Jyotis as symbol of Brahman :

In the Upanisads jyotis has beep repeatedly used as

symbol of brahman (sometimes expressed through other

terms - tejas/bhas also).

In the 7th prap^thaka^ CU54
speaks of light 9.3 one

of the symbols of Brahman, Svet 55 mentions Lord Isana

as 'Imperishable Light'. Katha56 refers to the angnstha-

matra-purusa as adhumaka-jyotis. By the term jyotir-

iva Brahman has been meant most^probably on account

of Its being of the nature of revealing everything. It is

Self-revealing.

Supreme Brahman as Jyotis :

Sometimes Upanisads conceive of Bmhman Itself as

Pure Light. "Supreme Brahmaij. as Light is not unknow-

able, beyond all-knowledge rathef very ground of all-

knowledge. All pramanas depend on this luminous light

of consciousness and act only through It. It is the root

of all experience and makes experience possible,
" 57 That

all cognitions and means of knowledge/illumination,

has been beautifully depicted in BU58
through the dis-

course between king Janaka and Yajnavalkya. While

answering to the questions of the king, Yajnavalkya has

established that on the failure of lower lights gradually

the aspirant is heightened to the upper one and finally

led to the atman, the Supreme Light. Eroin this it be-

comes clear that the source of all light-cum-illumination

is Brahman. While all other lights have their setting this
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light of Brahman knows neither rising nor setting. Sig-

nifying this source of Hght_Mundaka
59 has declared Him

as 'Light of Lights' (cl Glta. 13.17, Maha. 11.4), 'Pure

Light' (Mund. 2.1.3.), lying within heart, etc. Mundaka
continues to elaborate this light, the sun does not shine

there, nor the moon, nor do the stars, even the lightning

fails to shine there. Everything shines only after It (cf.

MaKa. 3.37), This points out that the only Light which

is Independent and Self-shining is this atma,~jyotis. All

the other lights being borrowed lights fail to reveal It,

which is the very source of them. Hence, in the attempt
to reveal this atma-jyotis they can do nothing but merge
in that original Light and allow It to reveal Itself by Its

own Light.

The idea of Supreme Light as a whole consisting of

sun, moon, lightning and fire (actually various forms of

Light) as Its parts has been conveyed through a narra-

tive in CU.60 The same text in the context of dvarapalo-

pasana has propounded that the Supreme
Light shining in the Highest Heaven and the Light mari1

ifested within human body are fundamentally one and
the same.61

, Actually the light manifested in the mor-
tal body through the faculties of senses are subtlest

fragments of Supreme Light. Only the liberated soul

visualizes how the lights (outer and inner) are inter-

connected and finally all of them are merged in this

Supreme Light.
62 This Light is the Immortal Self and

Truth. On the attainment of this Light the aspirant
becomes identified with It.

63

Identification :

A thorough study of the passages of Upanisads has
revealed that jyoiis has been equated/identified with
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various things in various levels, viz. with the Sun (BIT.

1.5.12; 4.3.2; CU. 3.18.5; Mait. 6,3), Moon (BIT. 1,5.13;

4.3.3), fire (BU. 1.5.11; 4.3.4; CU. 3.18.3), vac (TMB.
10.2.1; BU. 1.5.14; 4.3.5), manas (BU. 3.9.10-17), vayu
(CU. 3.18.4), Self (BU. 4.3.6; Maha. 20.15-21), ap
(Maha. 14.1; Mait. 6.35), nectar (BU. 1.3.28; Mait.

6.35), truth (Maha. 14,3), son (AB. 713), Vedas

(Brahma. I), Brahman (Mait. 6.3), Om (Mait. 6.3),
dis (CU. 3.18.5), agnihotra

64
(Maha. 22.1), etc. It is to

be remembered here that the ground of these equations
has not always been clear.

Conclusion i

In course of this semantic journey (from the RV upto
Upanisads) jyotis covers a wide range so to say, from
material fire to the Supreme Self. The same word serves

to denote fire, luminaries, knpwledge/consciousness,

essence, etc. It is a remarkable thing that from the

early Vedic literature jyotis is found to denote almost

all the vital meanings in which it occurs in the vast

field of Upanisads though in the mid way, some of the

meanings have been restricted to some extent. The
jyotis is considered to exist at several levels. It exists

at the level of real and observable entities like fire, sui*,

etc., and also at the level of super natural entities upto
atman-brahman. It is very nmch interesting to observe

how the ideas of inner-cum-higher and outer-cum-lower

light have been combined, in some cases identified also.
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K.G. AMBIKA

TWO UNKNOWN KERALITE

COMMENTARIES ON KUMfRASAMBHAVA
OF KALIDASA

Commentaries occupy an important position as far

as Sanskrit literature is concerned. They deal with all

aspects of knowledge like poetics, grammar and other

sciences as well as classical and Vedjc literatures. Kerala

has produced great commentators. Among them the

name of Sankara is sufficient to cite an example. But

unluckily, though the contribution of Kerala in this field

is of great value, much of it remains unknown. And this

field ranges from Vedic studies up io the later Kavyas

and Natakas, both classical and neo-classical.

Kumaiasambhaifr (KS) is one ofthe greatest poems

and it has been appreciated and exalted as one of the

five Mahakavyas in Sanskrit literature. Since the work

got much popularity due to Its poetic merit, many com-

mentaries were written on the work throughout India

in Sanskrit as well ^ other vernaculars. Among 44

commentaries available k Sanskrit, at least six of them
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are written by Kerala commentators. They are the

Dipikssda of Daksinavartanatha, ^raJcasiJca of Amna-
girinatha, Vivaraiia of Narayana Bandita, Sisubodhim
of Sarvajnavanamuni, PreyasJof Kaikkulangara Rama
Varrier and an untitled commentary of Jayasimhacarya-
sisya. Among these the commentary of Jayasimhacarya-
sisya (JSS) and the Sisubodhini of Sarvajnavanamuni
are unpublished, v

Commentary of JSS

A MS of KS (No. 650) is in the collection of manu-
scripts of the Department of Sanskrit, University of
Calicut. The script used is Malayalam and the ex-

tent is complete,
1 The material used is palmleaf of size

11
1 x if. Number of total leaves are 111 and lines in a

leaf are 10 or 11. Condition of MS^is good.

Author of the commentary is Jayasimhacaryasisya*
He belongs to the Desamangalam family of Trprangot
of Kerala. It is situated on the banks of Bharatapnzha.
There were three Snkanthas in that family and the au-
thor was the son of HIrd Snkanth^. Date of the author
is assumed to be 15th Century" A.D.

*

Like the traditional commentators on Sanskrit liter-
ature JSS had deep knowledge in various fields of liter-
ature as wefl as in aD Sastras. In order to substantiate
Ms view, the author frequently quotes from other texts
and passages fcom earlier works like the Ramayana and
Ma/jabisrate., ffari-paraoa,* Biiaspatf-purlna,

3
"

Smrti
of Mara* Artiaaasira* of Kautilya, ^^a/aykna^rliya-

; Oaiva written by Deva,* Sajcata-
(while explaining the word asa),

Bhoja's
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Vaijayantikosa of Yadavaprakasa, and other lexical

works such as that of Divakara, KesavasvamT, Visva-

natha, Halayudha and Ajaya, Bhagavadgita,
10

Raghn-
vamsa,

11
Anargharaghava,

12
etc. The Siddhayoga-

sarigraia,
13 a work dealing with Pasu-vijnana is quoted

by JSS.

JSS was proficient in Alankarasastra. Sometimes
he only mentions the alankaras while sometimes he ex-

plains the alaiiiraras. Some of such alankaras are

Upama Utpreksa,
15 Vibhavana Vyatireka,

17 San-

deha,
ls

Arthantaranyasa and Samuccaya.
19 In the Ra-

tiVilapa, JSS describes ten types of smaradasa quoting
from the work Ratirahasya.

20

Little reference is there with regard to works related

to Natya and Gita. He discusses tana,
21 various vrttis22

and there is a brief discussion of Rasa, He quotes the

work Rajakandarpa eventhough it is not a popular one,
to define the gita

23 and Jcarana. 24

As KS is an epic composed in verse the commenta-
tor is naturally compelled to explain the poem verse by
verse. JSS also does the same. Occasionally when situ-

ation arises, he strings together two or more verses. He
follows the dandanvaya method of commentary.

Justification of usages in the original

Some commentators will find fault with the usages of

even master-poets like Kalidasa. But JSS, on the other

hand, comes forward on all occasions to justify such

usages. Whenever he feels the usual explanation is not

enough, he gives meanings of words and sentences and

sometimes of the whole sloka in the regional language

Malayalam,
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JSS - A connoisseur in ^suggestion
5

In Sanskrit literature 'suggestion' (dhvani) is

regarded as the soul of poetry, Kalidasa has been ex-

alted as the master of suggestion
- dhvanisvami. A

commentator who fails to reveal the power of sugges-

tions in the composition of a great poet can hardly be

recognised as a worthy commentator. JSS proves to be

a good commentator of Kalidasa^ he succeeded ad-

mirably in bringing forward the suggestive meaning of

a word, compound or verse.

JSS, while commenting on KS, like most of the other

ancient commentators, takes note of or gives the mean-

ings of various readings,

II. Sisubodhini of Sarvajnavananiuni

A MS of Sisnbodlam was possessed by Sri

M.G. Va^hunnavar of Kayyur (North Kerala) and ob-

tained by Dr. N.V.P. Unithiri, presently the Principal

Dean of Studies, Sri Sankaracaiya University? of San-

skrit
, Kalady, Kerala, The script used is Malayalain

and the extent is only up to 92nd -verse of Vlltti canto.

The material used is palmleaf and dm of tie leaf are

8
s

j. l\ Condition of tk MS w

Author of tie commentary is a by name Nitya-

mrta, disciple of Nityainrta is

fcaow as SarfajmTaaawii, details about the

author ate Dot

la introduction, to the Gods

Krsaa, and to Ms preeep-

tor, tie aid aim of the work*25
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Each sarga begins with a short verse. It gives the num-
ber of verses, metre employed a:p.d development of the

story of the concerned sarga.
26

The Sisubodhim is an exhaustive one. It can be

regarded as a typical commentary. It enters into the

minute details with extra-ordinary perspicuity of eluci-

dation.

Sarvajiia gives the exposition of pada, artha, anvaya,

vakyartha and alankara of almost every sloka of the text

throughout. He shows the correct"path whenever there

is a dispute.

He also gives critical judgement, grammatical pecu-
liarities and the correct interpretation of the original

text. He gives his own independent interpretation when-

ever he feels necessary as he finds the views of other

commentators unsatisfactory. In comparison with oth-

ers, one will be convinced that this commentary goes

certainly one step forward.

Sarvajiia, like traditional commentators gives promi-
nence to the elucidation of grammatical aspects. There

are lengthy discussions on grammar in several places.

Sarvajna points out alankaras of almost all the slokas.

He is not satisfied with simply the name of the alaniara,

but he makes discussions on these. Sarvajna gives beau-

tiful explanations to words of suggestive sense enabling

the readers to understand the real sense of the poem
and to appreciate them.

Sarvajna in his Sisubodbini takes note of various

readings. He sometimes gives the meanings of other

readings also.
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REVIEWS

THE BHAGAVATA
[Snmad-Bhagavata-Mahapuiajia}. Critical

edition. B.J. Institute of Learning and Research, Ashram Road,
Ahmedabad - 380 009.

Vol. I - Skandhas MIL Ed. Hariprasada Gangasamkara Sastrl

Pp. bcviii+276. 1996. Price: Rs.50Q=QO.

Vol. IV, pt I - Skwdha X. Ed. Kesavarama Kaslrama Sastrl

(Bambhaniya). Pp. lxvi+388. 1996. Price: Rs. 1000=00.

Publication of critical editions of the epoch-making literature

like epics and puranas is desideratum; for the constituted text and
its interpolations manifest the unity of cultural patterns and re-

gional diversity respectively. The nature and quality of significant

variants take us to the distant past and account for the gradual de-

velopment of the text in traditijcm. This is very weH demonstrated

by the critical editions of the Jfc&&k8rata of BOR1* Poona and

the Vahniki-RSm&yana of the Oriottai Institute, Baroda. Now the

critical edition of the Bhagaw&tam'Si5^&i%amtarMaiapuri9a
is being brought out by the BJL Institute oflearning and Research,

Ahmedabad on the sanje lines awt m tike same pattern of the criti-

cal editions of the Mah^bh^aJiA aacl tikeBmmym^ The norms for

collation of manuscript writtea m ,<iffereiit sciipts and constitu-

tion of the text set by VJS, SufcftaaJba: are strictly foEowed in this

edition. Interpolations and wiapteijp ihis edition are very small

in number and 'hence ILG*
(toW lh^

I

'ri^l|' lemaiked thut the

Bhagavata cannot be ^c^te^'^ias^^fe^ different recensions but

has only versioos. Tfep ttt OT|ito'Q)iicittiidy suggests that the
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composition of the Biagavara text has taken the existing shape in a

period when Bhakfci movement spread all over the country and vir-

tually replaced the sacrificial ritual
(cf, Biagavata, X.20), Again

because of free movement of people from place to place under the

religious
ordinance of pilgrimage and savpkirtanam 'glorification'

of god's resplendence as acts of devotion, the text was carried to

different places and preserved as a sacred book of prayer without

allowing deviations, This is supported by the fact observed by K.K,

Shastri in his introduction on p. xliii: ",.,HV, VP (BraLmanda-

Purana also) and BGP have borrowed their events about the life

of Krsna and Balarama from some common source", Thus the

Biagavafa is more religious than historical in its content which

has become evident by the recapitulation of the Braimasuta 1,1.2:

j&nmady asya yatah and the use of the Vedic optative form dhimahi

instead of diyayema in the very first verse of the Biagavafea (1,1,1;

janmady asya yato ... satyam parain dhimahi] see also the erudite

annotation of H G Shastri in critical notes, p. 245).

Manuscripts m the scripts of Sarada, Nevari, Maithili, Ben-

gali, Telugu, Kannada, Grantha and Malayalam, seven printed edi-

tions and twelve commentaries are used for this constituted text.

Volume I contains the first three Siandias of the Bhagavata and is

edited by H.G Shastri. 27 MSS are used for the Skmdha I,
30 MSS

for Shndba II and 31 MSS for Skndia III. Volume IV, pt, I con-

tains Ska&dha X and is edited by K.K. Shastree, 30 manuscripts

are used in this edition Following the style of the critical apparatus
of the Mahabiarate and the JZamayaiza the footnotes, appendixes
are provided. In the footnotes significant variant readings are given

meticulously and in the append^ the interpolated texts. The crit-

ical notes at the end of the book is a critique of the text touching
several problems of higher textual criticism.

Volumes II, III and IV. pt. 2 are to be published along with

the Pacia-index. The B.J. Institute of Learning and Research, has

to be congratulated for being able to bring out the volumes very

elegantly. Four plates in volume I and six plates in volume IV,

pt, 1 with illustrations of scripts and miniature paintings are added
foi an esthetic eye
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SRlMAD-BHAGAVATA-MAHAPURAI^AM of Maharsi Veda*

vyasa. Skandha X, Vol.1 (Adhy&yas 1 to 28) with the commentaries

Bhavarthadipika of SndharasvamI, Bh&gavatacandracandtika, of

Viraraghavacarya and Padaratnavali of Vijayadhvajatirtha. Ed.

by N.C.V. Narasimhacharya. Executive Officer, Tirumala Tiru-

pati Devasthanams, Tirupati, 1998. Pp.vi+xlii+510+91. Price:

Rs.lOO:OG.
"

The book brought out by the Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams

through the Bhagavata Project under the editorship of N.C.V.

Narasimhacharya is another milestone in the publication of the

Bhagava-mahapurana. The first Skandha of this was brought out in

1989. In the present volume Adhyayas 1 to 28 of the Xth Skandha
are printed with the commentaries written against the Vedantic

background of Advaita, Visistadvaita and Dvaita schools of philos-

ophy. Thus the voluminosity was necessitated because of the com-

mentaries of Sridharasvamin (Advaita), Viraraghavacarya (Visista-

dvaita) and Vijayadhvajatirtha (Dvaita). The minute details in as-

signing the importance of karma, bhakti and jnana for the experi-
ence of Brahman and realization of liberation are found explicitly

in comparison with others (e.g. X.16.45ff; cf. Vimanarcanakalpa,
ch. 20 on catuxmurti-mantras) .

The text followed by Sridharasvamin and Viraraghavacarya is

practically the same, while the text of Vijayadhvaja differs in its

length and division of Adhyayas. For example the twelfth, thir-

teenth and fourteenth Adhyayas of Sridharasvamin's text are not

found in that of Vijayadhvaja. It could be possible that Vijaya-

dhvaja edited his text in conformity with the Bhagavatatatparya-

nirnaya of Anandatirtha. At the same time this commentary reco-

rds very interesting ex<*i?esis, e.g. krsna is explained metaphysically

as: bhaktajanaduritaka* <&nas5a 'one who is disposed to draw out

the discomfort of the devuted people' (X. 16.45) which is philolog-

ically justified. In its non-metaphorical sense it means one who

draws out or ploughs field (with plough), thus signifying Krsna as

a representative of cultivation of land and agricultural operations.

This edition is based on the Bhagavata published by Sri

Krishna Sankara Sastri, Nadiad, Kheda Dt., Gujarat in 1965 with

the commentaries of Sridhara, Radharamanadasa, Viraraghava,
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Jivagosvami, Vallabhacarya, Giridhara, etc. The critical apparatus
Is provided by collating this text with ten more printed editions of

the Bhagavata.

The utility of the edition is enhanced by the Pada-index for the

28 Adhyayas in Appendix-I and by index of citations quoted in the

commentaries in Appendix-II, along with sources of which could
be identified. The strenuous and scholarly labour of the editor is

richly rewarded by elegant get up and moderate price.

THE KRSNAGlTl OF MANAVEDA (^H^PKfidi ffcopftfo), ed.
and tr. in Eng. by C.R. Swaminathan and Sudha Gopalakrishnan.
Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts, New Delhi and Motilal
Banarsidass Publishers Pvt. Ltd., Delhi. 1997. Pp. xv-f345+8
(plates of

illustrations). Price: Rs.650=00.

fosaagiti, the lyrico-dramatic text is written by Manaveda, the
Zamorin of Kozhikod in the 17th century in the ecstacy of de-
votion to Lord Krsna under the influence of the Gitagovinda of
Jayadeva. The poem is in the form of a monologue glorifying the
life of Krsna form his descendence to the Earth upto his ascen-
dence to Heaven in eight units describing eight episodes namely
Avatara, Kallyamaxdana, Rasakrlda, Kajpsavadha, Svayamvara,
Bmayuddha, Vivldavadha and Svaxgatohana. The poem contains
sloias Verses' and padas 'lyrics' which are susceptible to music.
The whole poem reflects the influence of Bhakti in Kerala.

^

As the poem was composed by the Zainorin, it was enacted
witfam his court. In it are merged various traditions with simpli-
fication m gestures and associated dialogues and lyrics. This pre-

type came to be called Krsnasiattam, For a long time itm the four walls of the court of Calicut under the patron-
nilers. The Zamorin of Calicut was also the trustee of the

at ^Wor. The Raja Family en^
the promotion of this J&waa^am to the Guruvayur-

/
a ^ e

to pabhc and also have become religious components
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of temple worship. While the Gitagovindam is recited in the morn-

ing, the KrBnanattam is enacted on special festive occasions and on

any night at the request of any devotee who offers the enactment

as a service (kalnkarya) to the God.

In this edition an English translation is provided for each pas-

sage by the editor C.R. Swaminatijan in collaboration with

Ms. Sudha Gopalakrishnan, The multi-coloured illustrations on

8 pages at the end of the book and the lucid English translation

shall not fail to inspire the serious students of Indian culture and

comparative literatures.

In this connection it would be interesting to note similar art

innovations took place simultaneously in Andhra Pradesh, Tamil

Nadu and Karnataka. The emergence of the Ranganatha-

Ramayana in Telugu is parallel to Tuncjit Ramanujan Eluttaccan's

Kilippattu-Ramayaiia in MaJayaJam. The Krsnanattam is similar

to the Yafesagana in Telugu, Like the Kisnanattam, Yaksagana
is a theatre art presented through vocal and instrumental music,

costumes and makeup, dance, mime, facial expression and hand

language.

These similarities suggest a cultural epoch in South India dur-

ing which fine arts and literary forms underwent uniform change

by mutual influences supported by migrations. The marga and

desi were mixed. Padakavita, 'lyrical composition* in a metre much

simpler to the traditional Sanskrit metres became very popular.

The padams of Annamacarya and the yaksaganas of Tarigonda

Vengamamba are examples in Telugu. Even in the temple some

of these art forms entered in the routine ritual of temple wor-

ship. For example a lullaby tyriei' of Apnamacarya and a lyric of

camphor-service' (called mafyM&-Mrafci) composed by Tarigonda

Vengamamba are to be sung Eegdarfy even today in the Temple

sf Venkatesvaia, the Lord of Sma Bilk, at Tlrumala. The in-

scriptions evidence the existence of dance recitals for the lyrics

>f Annamacarya in Temple at ewe time. A comparison of details

n the transformed art forms A&d Igbt on the role of temple in

he propagation of culture t&xougjh literature and arts. The Indira

Gandhi National Centre for the Arts is pioneering in this direction.
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BHASASASTRAPRAVESINl [Skt]
- A Handbook on Comparative

Philology by R.S. Venkatarama Sastrl The Kuppuswaini Sastri

Research Institute, Madras 600 004, 1996. Pp. vi+243. Price:

Rs,100=:00.

SAMSKRTA-SAHITYA-ITIHASAH [Skt}
- A History of Sanskrit

Literature by R.S. Venkatarama Sastri. The Kuppuswami Sastri

Research Institute, 1996. Pp. viii+264. Price: Rs.lOO=00.

PALANDUMANDANA PRAHASANA of Harijivanamisra.

Ed. by V. Raghavan and Eng tr. by S.S. Janakl The Kuppuswami
Sastri Research Institute, 1996. Pp. xiv+69. Price: Rs.70=00; $ 5.

SANSKRIT AND SCIENCE ed. [by] S.S. Janaki, et al. Kup-
puswami Sastri Research Institute, Mylapore, Chennai 600 004.

Pp. xii+175. Price: Rs. 150=00, $ 20, L15.

All the above four books brought out as Golden Jubilee Pub-

lications not only commemorate the establishment of the Insti-

tute (1944) founded in memory of the doyen of Sanskrit education

Mahamahopadhyaya S. Kuppuswami Sastri but also justify the In-

stitute's obligation for continuation of his ideals. The credit goes
to Professor Sastri for the introduction on postgraduate curricu-

lum the 'Principles of Comparative Philology and History of San-

skrit Language and Literature
7 on the model of the Indo-Germanic

Philology and Sanskrit studies in Europe.

R.S. Venkatarama Sastri's Samskrtasahitya-Itihasah (History
of Sanskrit literature) and Bhasasastrapravesini (Handbook of

Comparative Philology) are the out come of the extension of the

university curriculum to the traditional courses of the Oriental Col-

leges, so as to bring home the Western methodology in traditional

Sanskrit studies. In the Samskrtasahityetihasa Venkatarama Sas-

tri gave in detail and with accuracy in his own indigenous and
imitable style retaining the flavour of Sanskrit idiom the history of

Sanskrit literature covering all the topics dealt with in the works
of A.B. Keith, A.A. Macdonell, etc., on the history of Sanskrit

literature.
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The Bbasasastrapravesini is again & comprehensive text book

in Sanskrit dealing with 'Sanskrit Philology
5 based on Karl Brug-

rnann's Comparative Grammar of the JudoGermanic Languages,
etc. Notwithstanding that, he has explained several linguistic con-

cepts in the light of Panini's grammar. Indeed these two books are

the out come of Venkatarama Sastri's lectures in his class room.

Thus these two books are serving as texts books since many decades

and now new copies are made available freely through their reprints

by the Institute.

The Palandumandanam of Harijivanamisra (17th cent) is a

farce satiring the indulgence of socially or religiously tabooed foods

and drinks. Over eating and craving for odious substances for taste

against tradition are natural and are to be controlled by constraint

through moral laws. That defying a moral code of conduct may
not be a cognizable offence, but certainly becomes a matter of

ridicule is successfully presented by Harijivanamisra in this short

farce (prahasana) of 13 verses interspersed with some prose di-

alogues. As the title of the play suggests condemnation of the

consumption of onion, garlic, bhang, tobacco, mushroom, etc,, by
brahmins is the main theme. The action of the play was set in a

religious ceremony of garbhadhana, which ended up as a fiasco, in

which the brahmins of Andhra, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Bengal,

etc., are portrayed. The characters are named after various prohib-
ited ingredients like palandu (onion), cinca (tamarind), and lasuna

(garlic), and preparations like purnapolika (a sweet pastry), and
kvathika (a fermented beverage) as in allegoric plays. The play-

wright is not only well witted but also well informed of the food

habits in different regions of our country.

The book contains three parts. George T. Artola's paper

'Harijivana Misra and his short Sanskrit plays', which was pub-
lished in Samskrita Ranga Annual IV, 1996, gives survey of the six

prahasanas of the author is given. V. Raghavan's 'Sahrdayananda
of Harijivana Misra* is a critique of Sahrdayananda-prahasana
wherein are sharply criticised the hair-splitting principles of lit-

erary criticism. The third part is the Palandumandana-Prahasana
with a synopsis, text edited by V. Raghavan (and already pub-
lished ia Madayamaruta 111,1973) and, English translation, notes

and prdbce by S.S. Janaki.
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This Prabasana was already enacted at Madras in 1996 and

found to be stage-worthy in the contemporary society. This book

of 79 page, gives a pleasant reading for the reader who believes in

the functionalism of Sanskrit. *

The Sanskrit and Science is a collection of eleven papers pre-

sented in a symposium conducted by the Institute, focussing on

the utility of the scientific knowledge available in Sanskrit litera-

ture in modern science and technology. It is true that the San-

skrit literature, for Sanskrit being a lingua franca or a medium of

communication in science and fine arts besides literature, contains

informations about engineering, metallurgy, ship building, military

science, astronomy, medicine, animal husbandry including veteri-

nary science (jnrgajurveda), agriculture including plant pathology
and entomology (vrksayurveda) . But their studies become fruitful

only when that knowledge is made use of in the contemporary soci-

ety by supplementing to the knowledge of modern science and tech-

nology, Many attempts are being made indeed in India and abroad.

To illustrate from this collection of papers, P. Ramanujan has made
use of Paninian technique of describing Sanskrit Grammar for de-

veloping a software programme to be used in the database files of

Indian languages. He has also developed a package called Desika

at the Centre for Development of Advanced Computing, Poona.

His paper 'Relevance of Sastras for Natural Language Processing
5

shows how he made use of the Paninian grammar, which comprises
of sutra-patha for his Desika package, S.N. Balasubrahmanyam's
4A Paninian Processor' for Machine Translation demonstrates an

experiment towards obtaining full benefit of artificial intelligence

available in the computer. Raja Ramanna in his paper has shown
how science, philosophy and art were connected in the past and are

to be connected today. V. Krishnamurthy's paper 'The Clock of

the Night Sky' confirms how the formulas like krttika simhe kaya
were used in the past to recognize 27 asterisms, which holds good
even in modern Astronomy.

D.K.
f
Balasubramanian's paper 'Knowledge Representation

through Sabdabodha and Sanskrit grammar', M. Sambasivan's pa-

per 'Vedic Concept and Health', B. Vaidyanatham's paper 'Dif-

ference between Ayurveda and Allopathic systems of Medicine*,
Krishna Raman's paper 'The Clinical Application of Yoga',
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V. Kameswari's 'Cartography in Ancient India', K.S, Balasubra-

manian's paper 'Sarvodaya Science of Yoga for all' and T.V. Va-

sudeva's 'Agriculture with special reference to Krsiparasara
5

de-

mand a careful reading and focus the need for utilizing the science

in Sanskrit literature in the modern world.

SANSKRIT RESEARCH AND MODERN CHALLENGES. Ed.

by A. Ramaswamy lyengar. Chinmaya International Foundation,

Adi Sankara Nilayam, Veliyanad - 682 319, Ernakularar'Dt.,

Kerala. 1997. Pp. xxxvi+265.

Labour of Love, assiduous attention and endless efforts of ded-

icated savants of our country keep the esoteric cultural tradition

without any major changes in spite of continuous foreign inroads

and growing nonnational economic vicissitudes in unpredictable

dimensions. In every generation a man is born here or there to re-

deem the community from fallacious perceptions. One of such con-

temporary philosophers is Swami Chinmayananda, who enthralled

the whole country by his nectarous speeches on the Bh&gavadgita.
His splendid efforts resulted into a mission of the 21st century and

one of its delicious fruits is the Chinmaya International Foundation

at Veliyanadu, the supposed birth place of Sri Adi Sankaracarya's

mother - in Ernakulam District of Kerala State. The Foundation

has on its agenda several programmes of which one is to conduct

high quality research in restoration of Sanskrit texts, which are

either hitherto unnoticed or in badly edited form, with exegetic

notes, etc. The book under review is Proceedings of a Seminar

conducted on 18th, 19th and 20th April 1997, in which several

scholars have given their views for the vision of the institute.

The papers of B.B. Chaubey, Swaini CMdananda, Keshav N.

lyengar, Damodara Jha, K. Kunjunni Raja, V, Kutumba Sastri,

M. Lakshmi Kumari, M* Srimaanarayana Murti, Chaadrasekha-

ran Nair, G. Gangadharaa Nair, Swaini Prasaamananda Saraswati,

K,P. Rajappan, B.S. Ramabishna Rao, M.M. Sankhdher,

K.V. Sarma, T.V. Satyanarayana, V.K* Umadevi, Uma Shankar

Sharma 'Rishi', Vasudeva Sastri, K.K.A. Venkatachari, Vanamala

Parthasarathy, G. Viswanatha Sarma, S.Y. Wakankar, Lakshmi
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Warner are included in this volume. Each one of the participants

have emphasized the need for reviving Sanskrit studies in all possi-

ble ways. They have projected several schemes with detailed rami-

fications with regard to critical editions, modernization of Sanskrit

curriculum, propagation of Indian culture, relevance of the Vedic

wisdom in the contemporary society, etc. Thus this small mono-

graph is a jewel box of 'dos' for renaissance. In consonance with

the deliberations of the Seminar, the Chinmaya International Foun-

dation has undertaken the project of preparing a critical edition

with English rendering with notes and indices of the Brahmasutrdr

Bhasya of Sri Sankara, under the lead of its Director, Ramaswamy
lyengar.

A PRIMER OF DVAITA
VEDANTA. Skt. text with Eng. tr. and notes by D.N. Shanbhag.
Dvaita Vedanta Studies & Research Foundation, No. 88, K.R.

Road, R.R. Choultry, Basavangudi, Bangalore - 560 004. 1994.

Pp. xii+114. Price: Rs. 24=00.

The Padarthasamgraha also called Madhvasiddhantasara of

Vedagarbha Padmanabhasuri (18th cent A.D.) is a compendium
modelled on the Tarkasamgraha of Annambhatta. Like Annam-
bhatta Padmanabhasuri has also written a commentary on it called

Madhvasiddhantasarasamgraha. As Shanbhag suggests, the tittle

of the commentary got to the text also. Padmanabhasuri classi-

fied the content into two parts, namely metaphysics and theology.

In the first three chapters he dealt with metaphysics comprising
1. dravya, 2. gnna and 3. pramanas and in the next three chapters

theology relating to 4. Lord's eightfold agency namely, creation,

(srsi), preservation (stiiti), destruction (samiara), control (niya-

mana), knowledge (j"5ana), ignorance (ajnana), bondage (bandha),
and liberation (mukti)^ 5, means of liberation and 6). nature of

liberation.

The precise English translation with concise notes is provided

by Shanbhag. This text of six short chapters makes the reading

very easy and gives a glimpse of the tenets of the Dvaita system of

philosophy.
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MADHVACARYA'S CONTRIBUTION TO INDIAN THOUGHT
by D.N. Shanbhag. Shri Rama Prakashana, 35/1, Gopalpur, Dhar-

wad - 580 007. Samshodhana Series 1. 1096. Pp. vi-f 129. Price:

Rs. 50=00.

VADIRAJA - THE DVAITA POET (Great but ignored), by
D.N. Shanbhag, Shri Rama Prakashaaa, Samshodhana Series 2.

1996. Pp. vi-f143. Price: Rs. 50=00.

Under the stewardship of Professor tXN* Shanbhag, the en-

thusiastic Sanskrit scholars started to bring out a series of short

monographs based on their studies. These books will at least be

of use for the beginners. To serve as good models, Shanbhag him-

self brought out the above two monographs under the series named
Samshodhana Series.

In the Madhvacarya's Contribution to Indian Thought Shan-

bhag has shown vividly the nuances of the Dvaita philosophy, as

expounded by Sri Madhvacarya, on the basis of the Vedic passages

read together with the epic and puranic passages, e.g. the Supreme
Brahman expounded in the upanisads and the Brahmasutras is

Visnu, the supreme god eulogized in the epics and puranas. Against

this accepted stand, Madhvacarya's exposition of the Isavasyo-

panisad is analysed in the next chapter. Shanbhag has discussed

about the place of Carvaka school, which indeed is surviving with

out any real follower in the prima facie contentions not only of the

Madhva philosophy but also in all systems of Indian philosophy.

Madhvacarya's philosophy stands in distinction in viewing of the

souls vis-a-vis his bondage, against the accepted stand of difference

in opposition to non-difference of Advaitins.

One has to admire as to how Madhvacarya took an exclusive

stand in opposition to all other contemporary systems of philoso-

phy, on the basis of redfuctio ad absurdum. To ensure that there

was no error in the theory, Shanbhag explains the theory of error,

as advocated by Madhvacarya, called abhinava-anyatharkhyati^ an

adapted version of the Naiyayika's anyatba-khyati. A close study

of this book shall certainly throw an insight into the logic of Mar

dhvas, which was cited and criticised even by the Vadyakaranas like

Kondubhatta,
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A critical study of the Rukminisavijaya ofVadiraja is the theme

of the monograph Vadiraja tie Dvaita poet Vadiraja was born on

12-1-1481, lived for a period of 120 years and voluntarily terminated

his life by entering in Vrndavana (sacred tomb) on 11-3-1601 A.D..

He adorned the seat of the Sodhe Mutt as the twentieth pontiff.

He was contemporary to Krsnadevaraya (1509-29) and Acyutade-

varaya (1529-42)
- the rulers of the Vijayanagara empire. There

are many interesting stories glorifying his spiritual attainments and

supernatural powers. One of the interesting features of his writ-

ings is that he rendered the doctrine of Dvaita philosophy in poetry,

perhaps falling in line with Vidyaranya. Vadiraja's Yuktimallika

and Nyayaratnavali stand parallel to the Pancadasi of Vidyaranya.

Poetry is certainly a best means to bringJiome the subtle niceties

of abstruse philosophy to the devoted disciple than prose, as is

evident from the Vakyapadiya of Bhartrhari.

The Ruknunisavijaya is a mahakavya from the pen of Vadiraja,

in which Krsna's life is described from his birth upto the birth and

marriage of Pradyumna in 19 cantos in 1241 verses. Narayana's in-

carnation with human form in the womb of Devaki, transportation

of the child to Yasoda, killing of Putana, Sakatasura, Vatsasura,
over powering of Kaliya, marriage of Nila,*"love sport (rasafcrida) of

Krsna, slaying of Sankhacuda, Kamsa, Jarasandha, Rukmini's mar-

riage are some of the episodes covered in the poem. The poet in-

vented 'Svayainvara episode' in the marriage of Rukmird, in which

she chose Krsna and their marriage was celebrated in conformity
with the Vedic rites. This invention is parallel to the 'Svajamvara

episode of Indumati' in Kalidasa's Raghuvaipsa.

Farther justification of any episode can be obtained against the

metaphysics and theology of Dvaita philosophy; for, Vadiraja took

advantage of the Bhagavata story for exposition of his scholastic

doctrine. This is one reason that the poem could not become pop-
ular as much as the Sisupalavadha and hence Shanbhag is right in

calling Vadiraja -
'great but ignored Dvaita poet'. However it is

essential that every extant literary piece has to be edited and pub-

lished, by which the place of religion in ever changing society could

be historically described with increased exactness. Thus Shanbhag
deserves approbation.
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TATTVAMASI IN BRAHMASUTRA-SANKARABHASYA [by]

K.B. Archak. Srutigeeta Prakashana, Kusnur Compound, Mal-

maddi, Dharwad - 580 003. Samshodahana Series 3. 1996. Pp.

vi+80. Price: Rs. 50=00.

Sankara himself declares that the Brahman is realized only

by the inquiry into the meanings of sentences of the upamsads

(vakyartiavicaranadiyavasananirwWa
if brahmavagatih, BS.

1 1.2). All the means of cognition, excluding s'abda, are comple-

mentary for confirming the knowledge obtained by word. Thus

the analysis of language, nay the language of the upanisads, is

the destination of Vedanta. Thus Sankara takes the linguistic

theories of the grammarians and illustrations from common par-

lance for ascertaining the sentence meaning. Thus for example

in the interpretation of the sentence tat tvam asi occurring in

the Cb&adogyopanisad, Sankara gives nine illustrations of common

parlance, mancah krosanti, vrkso jlvati, etc. Similarly while justi-

fying the significance of the meaning of one word by another word

(as in a compound), Patanjali, speaks about vitti, a linguistic spec-

ulation of the grammarians, and defines it as pararihabiidianam

(MahabAasya, 2.1.1). He also proceeds by classifying it into

jahatevarfhS, ajaiatevartia and jahadajahatevartlia.
Sankara ex-

plains the same in his VakyavrttL In the case of sentences like

so 'yam devadattah, there is no Msana. The sense of identity is

communicated by abMdha only. K.B. Archak has elaborated the

argumentative techniques of Sankara is this monograph. He con-

cludes with a quotation of Swami Ramatirtha:

Thus "the Vedanta says all this is a mere play on words.

What is the use of fighting over words? There is, in reality,

only one self which we are, nothing besides it; and since

there is nothing besides the self, you cannot consistently

say that you are apart. But it must foUow that you are the

self entire. There is no division in truth. You are the truth

now".

Strangely enough we find K.B. Archak maintaining a different

stand elsewhere. For example Shanbhag quotes in his Madhva-

to Indian Thought on p. 35 as follows:
caryas
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Di.K.B. Archak who undertook a comparative and critical

study of the interpretations of Sankara and Madhva of the

Isopanisad concludes: "From an impartial study of the two

chief commentators on the Upanisad, Sankara and Madhva,
'

one cannot but come to the conclusion that apart from the

so called die-hardness of schools of thought, Madhva's in-

terpretations have an amazing consistency and convincing-

ness. He does not at all labour to refute Sarilcara, Sankara

stands, discredited by his own inconsistencies and self con-

tradictions a$d constant betrayal of the text on which he is

commenting..,.".

The young scholar needs to involve in the philosophical thought by
conviction!

SEX EDUCATION - INDIAN VIEW [by] V.K. Hampiholi. Shu-

bhada Publications. Ashirvada, Hegde - 581 330. Samshodhana
Series 4. 1996. Pp. 6-fiv+103. Price: Rs 100=00.

Hamphiholi reiterates that sex and sex education are not out-

side the moral and social frame work of ancient Indian society. A
proper balance of artia and Icaraa is to be obtained between the

twp terminals of dharma and moisa. Dharma is taught to the

man ever since he is a child until he completes his education and

begins to make his living on his own. Now the arfcha and Icama

goals of life are to be fulfilled without trespassing diarzna which
is already known. Problems arise because of violation of dharma.

while achieving artha and Jcama. All the literature including epics ,

puranas, smrtis, poetry, drama, etc. is to warn the erring members
of the society from taboo to reprimand. Moksa 'liberation' is the

end target to be fixed by each individual at his choice through the

wisdom acquired by holistic approach towards dharma, artha and
Jcama goals of life. Those who inherit or acquire wisdom at any
part of life can abandon artha and iaraa and straightly strive for

liberation. For those who have only worldly wisdom all the knowl-

edge including sex, that is needed for making the life fruitful has
to be imparted in all details. Hampiholi has not only analysed this

but also shown the erotica that are included in the sex education
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as envisaged in the works like the Ka^ma-sutra, also in comparison
with the modern sexologists like Havelock Ellis, and Ivo Fiser,

The study would have become totally complete ha/i the learned

scholar discussed also about consequences of sexual indulgence from

the point of view of the good health as held by the practition-

ers of Ayurvedic medicine. For example Madhavakara observes

in his Madiaramdajoa that indulgence in excessive sexual inter-

course leads to loss of semon and produces the disea^e^ k&sa
;

cough'

(11.8-11), yaksma 'consumption' (10.1-2), etc., resulting ultimately
m death (10.12).

FILIAL LOVE IN PRATIMA-NATAKA [by] M.G. Hegde. Gadi-

mane Prakashana, Gadimane Building, Behind Hotel Samrat,
Sirsi - 581 401. Samshodhana Series 5. 1996. Pp. iv+59.

Price: Rs. 50=00.

Communication through language is not only a physiological

but also a psychological activity and more so in the case of the

literary language, wherein the poet endeavors to bring home con-

temporary religo-socio-political scenario, through which he estab-

lishes a relationship with his respondents. Anandavardhana goes

further in saying that the respondent, say a reader of poem or a

spectator of a drama, may get many more ideas reflected in his

mind than what could have been contemplated to be communi-

cated by the poet or the playwright. The psychological factors are

many and in a human society no communication can take place

without reciprocal reflections between the speaker and the listener.

Thus a statement expressing a fact is futile, unless it directly or

indirectly activates the members of the speech community. Here

in this short monograph, which appears to be one section of a big

work written in the same frame and style, Hegde has attempted
to demonstrate the presentation of filial love in the dialogues of

various characters in the Pratiman&taka of Bhasa, Filial love is

the warm affection or fondness due to the son or daughter by par-

ents and vice-versa. Leaving the affection between sweethearts, all

expressions of endearment fall under filial love in its widened per-

spective. Hegde has meticulously picked up several passages and
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discerned the different forms of filial love. For example in the sixth

act Bharata encounters his mother Kaikeyi on hearing the sad in-

cidents of Sita's abduction and Rama's search for
jier.

Bharata

expresses his hatred against his mother, and Kaikeyi was agitated

to face her son. Here the reversal of love is depicted in contrary

to the paternal benevolence. On the other hand in the fourth act

filial love of Rama and Sita towards Bharata is profoundly depicted

while Rama rejects outright the invitation of Bharata to return to

Ayodhya. Hegde deserves, approbation for depicting the mind of

Bhasa in a pleasant presentation.

- M. Srimannarayana Murti
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